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Abstract 
 

Analysis of multiplexers with a small number of input traffic streams is appropriate 

considering the emergence of Voice over IP (VoIP) that is now ubiquitous in 

Enterprise networks.  It is suggested in the literature that VoIP switches designed to 

cater for small/medium-sized enterprises (SME) may have as few as 8 input traffic 

streams [VEGA2000]. These new small switches illustrate a shift in the design of some 

access networks, from large routers/switches catering for as many as 30,000 users. 

 

This thesis acknowledges this change in network design and develops a new expression 

for the buffer overflow probability, suitable for the analysis of local Internet/enterprise 

networking multiplexers.  The new expression builds on a previously published 

analytical approach that uses discrete time, excess-rate queuing theory to produce closed 

form results for delay distributions.   

 

The examination of small Enterprise multiplexers is supported by an extensive set of 

packet-level simulation results which extends the analysis to an end-to-end delay study 

through a series of queues, which has a wide application in VoIP networks.  The results 

obtained through the new expression are used, in conjunction with an analytical 

approach based on convolution, to accurately predict the end-to-end delay distribution 

in small-to-medium (enterprise style) networks.   

 

The new method has application in the dimensioning of Service Level Agreements 

(SLAs) in VoIP networks and for planning and provisioning of service partitions in IP 

packet switched networks.  The advantage of the new expression over a previously 
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published formula is its accuracy when analysing a local enterprise-style multiplexer 

where the number of sessions is small.   

 

Simulation is an important part of network performance evaluation of queuing systems 

and networks, and is a valuable tool for this particular research. However packet-level 

simulation imposes limitations due to the excess computational expense involved.  A 

new accelerated simulation method based on a state reduction technique has been used 

for the first time in the work presented in this thesis.  This new state reduction technique 

builds on previously published work by Schormans et al [SCH2001b] which relies on a 

mathematical technique for the separation of foreground traffic from background traffic. 

The new accelerated simulation method based on state reduction is a hybrid technique 

which combines analysis with simulation.  The state reduction technique provides the 

level of abstraction necessary to overcome the excessive processing overhead while 

retaining the traffic characteristics necessary to create a realistic model. 

 

Our conclusions are that multiplexing a small number of traffic sources gives worse 

queuing than a large number of sources.  This extends to networks and needs to be 

considered when dimensioning SLAs. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

1.1 Overview 

The convergence of voice and data on a single IP based network technology now sees 

network designers faced with the difficult task of delivering Quality of Service (QoS) to 

a heterogeneous mix of applications.  To enable service providers to offer an enhanced 

selection of QoS guarantees, and to ensure that the performance objectives are met, new 

architectures and technologies containing a variety of traffic control and resource 

management techniques have been introduced.  

 

One traffic control mechanism useful for the sharing of access to bandwidth capacity is 

buffering.  It is possible to distinguish between two main methods of traffic control 

using buffering; rate envelope multiplexing (the small buffer approach) where the rate 

of accepted sessions is below the service rate with high probability, and rate sharing (the 

large buffer approach) where buffering is used to share out the available rate amongst 

sessions and where the aggregate arrival rate can exceed the service rate for significant 

periods of time [ROB96].   

 

It is suggested in [VEGA2000] that VoIP switches currently available have as few as 8 

inputs illustrating a shift in access network design from large routers/switches catering 

with as many as 30,000 users.  Much of the queuing analysis available in the literature 

and applied in network design has been developed on the presumption of multiplexing 

(i) a very large number of sources or (ii) a single source. The shift in network design 

associated with the introduction of new applications such as VoIP, and transactional 

services has forced a re-evaluation of the queuing analysis associated with these small 
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soft switches.   Queuing analysis is required for dimensioning VoIP service-level 

agreements (SLAs) which need end-to-end results. 

 

1.2 Objectives of the thesis 

• The main objective of the thesis is the analysis of multiplexers with a small 

number of input traffic streams, and is appropriate considering the emergence 

of VoIP which is now ubiquitous in Enterprise networks.  

 

• End-to-end studies, for QoS in SLAs. 

 

The work presented in this thesis assumes the rate sharing approach with traffic 

transmitted into the network without incurring significant delays due to smoothing or 

admission control procedures. This assumption is sensible in light of the requirement to 

keep traffic admission control to a minimum in IP networks. In addition to analysis, the 

simulation models developed in this thesis are used to examine the end-to-end delay 

distribution arising from the aggregation of traffic from different source streams. 
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1.3 Contribution of the thesis 

This thesis proposes an improved analytical technique for QoS enabled networks which 

is validated using simulation: 

1. it provides a more accurate prediction of the end-to-end delay distributions than 

other state of the art analytical techniques currently available and, 

2. improves the ability to dimension accurately service partitions and VoIP SLAs 

in small/medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). 

 

1.4 Organisation of the thesis 

In Chapter 2 a review of Internet architectures and services is presented, introducing a 

broad range of applications found on the Internet, and Enterprise networks, and 

highlights the QoS demands of these applications.  New network architectures and 

forwarding technologies developed in recent years to provide enhanced QoS guarantees 

to cater for these applications are briefly introduced in chronological order including 

ATM, Integrated Services (IntServ), Differentiated Services (DiffServ) and 

Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS).  Chapter 2 concludes with an overview of  

SLAs currently being provided on QoS aware networks.     

 

Chapter 3 highlights the need for improved network performance, in the form of end-to-

end delay guarantees supplementing the “best effort” service offered in the past on IP 

networks.  An overview of the deterministic approach to bounding delays is presented 

followed by a literature review of probabilistic methods aimed at providing end-to-end 

QoS guarantees. A review of four probabilistic techniques including Effective 

bandwidth, Effective envelope, Rate envelope multiplexing and Rate sharing are 

discussed.  Finally in Chapter 3 network modelling is examined with a review of the 
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simulation and analytical tools used in this research work. Given that the main 

limitation of packet level simulation is computational expense, resulting in very long 

simulation times, recently published accelerated simulation techniques designed to 

speed up the process are reviewed in Chapter 3.   

 

Chapter 3 also examines analytical tools that have been used to find the end-to-end 

delay distribution, and includes excess-rate queuing theory and decay rate analysis.  

This excess-rate queuing theory has proven to be effective in accurately predicting the 

buffer overflow probability in queuing systems operating under rate envelope 

multiplexing conditions.  (ATM wide area networks offering a deterministic bit rate 

(DBR) service would be a typical example of a rate envelope multiplexing scenario 

where admission control is implemented and small buffers (100 packets typically) 

suffice).   

 

Prior to commencing the detailed study of the network scenario, a critical examination 

of the excess-rate queuing analysis for end-to-end scenarios in rate envelope 

multiplexing,  using simulation was undertaken and results are presented in Appendix 

D.  This creates a platform from which the effectiveness of excess-rate queuing theory 

can be evaluated in a much more challenging rate sharing environment with bursty 

traffic and hence larger buffers.  Chapter 3 concludes with the application of excess-rate 

queuing theory and decay rate analysis to obtain the waiting time distribution for a VoIP 

multiplexer.  

 Chapter 4 provides verification of the simulation model, for a single buffer initially.  

The verification procedure compares the results from simulation with queuing analysis  

under a wide range of network conditions.  The verification procedures are then 
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extended to a network of buffers by comparing simulation results from the work of 

Kurose et al [KUR93].  Chapter 4 also gives the first of the new results obtained during 

this research.  

 

In the process of the work presented in this thesis a new accelerated simulation 

technique based on a state reduction technique is incorporated in the ON/OFF source 

simulation model for the first time, and results from this are compared with 

conventional simulation methods in Chapter 4.  From this work we have shown it is 

possible to reduce the time it takes for the simulation model to reach steady state and 

hence reduces the computational overhead associated with packet level simulation.  

Linear regression analysis is used to determine the relative merits of the conventional 

and the new accelerated simulation method in terms of the time it takes the simulation 

to reach steady state.  

 

Results from analysis of buffer state probability values tend to form straight lines when 

plotted as log (probability) against linear (buffer state) [PIT96]. Previous techniques to 

obtain the decay rate of the buffer state probability include a visual interpretation aided 

by trendline functions included in the graph plotting software.  A new, more accurate, 

technique is developed during the verification work, which uses Little’s Law to predict 

the decay rate of the waiting time distribution at an individual packet switched buffer.  

This is outlined in detail in Chapter 4. 

 

In Chapter 5 a new queuing analysis is presented, motivation for this queuing analysis 

results from the discovery of limitations to a previously published analytical method 

[SCH2000] providing queuing analysis for large enterprise multiplexers.  Previously 
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published analysis were found to be accurate for multiplexing a large number of 

sources, but became much less accurate when the number of sources was small. 

 

For this reason, the new queuing analysis is oriented towards the multiplexing of a small 

number of sources (small ‘N’ formula, where N is the number of users/traffic sources) 

which is applicable to the analysis of local Internet/enterprise VoIP networking 

multiplexers.  This new small ‘N’ formula has been shown to be more accurate in 

predicting the decay rate of the waiting time distribution of an individual queuing 

station than the previously published formulas (referred to in this thesis as the large ‘N’ 

formulas).  This new small ‘N’ formula is suitable for enterprise networking 

multiplexers  of less than 60 VoIP sources which is typically found in small/medium -

sized enterprises.  

 

Chapter 6 extends the study to obtain the end-to-end delay results. Using the small ‘N’ 

formula to find the decay rate of the waiting time distribution at an individual buffer, 

and applying convolution extends the analysis to find the end-to-end delay through a 

network of buffers.  The value of the small ‘N’ formula is demonstrated with a 

comparison of the end-to-end delay distribution obtained using the previously published 

large ‘N’ formula and simulation.  

 

The impact of this work is assessed in Chapter 7, by addressing the following areas: 

complexity, usability (end-to-end formula) and timing for the introduction of this 

queuing analysis.  Chapter 8 concludes the thesis with a summary of the research 

contributions developed in this work. 
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Chapter 2: Internet architectures and services 

 

The Internet protocol (IP) combined with the transmission control protocol (TCP/IP) 

forms a single transport and address protocol suite, and consists of a family of 

communication protocols (telnet, file transfer protocol (ftp), etc.), developed for the 

connectionless delivery of data. IP is a network layer protocol responsible for 

addressing and routing issues in packet switched networks, such as the Internet, and in 

enterprise networks (corporate intranets) etc.  The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) 

is responsible for the reliable and ordered flow of data between two hosts and includes a 

congestion control mechanism.  So the same IP technology now used extensively in 

corporate internets is also used in (and originated from) the Internet, and in these 

networks TCP/IP offers a “best effort” service, but provides no guarantees on delay and 

all users compete for the available resources (no admission control). 

 

2.1 Traffic Characteristics on IP Networks 

The traffic on a network can be divided into categories e.g., real-time traffic and non-

real-time traffic.  Figure 2-1 shows the various traffic types and applications normally 

found in IP networks.  The two main groups in Figure 2-1 are real-time and non-real-

time traffic (data traffic).  The real-time applications are sub-divided into two groups: 

mission critical applications (rigid and intolerant) and soft real-time applications 

(adaptive and tolerant).  Mission critical applications normally require deterministic 

QoS guarantees while soft real-time applications need statistical QoS bounds on delay 

and loss.  Two playback applications (vic, vat) are examples of adaptive and tolerant 
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applications.  Playback applications (see Figure 3-1) use buffering at the receiver to 

cater for delay adaptive applications.  

Internet applications 

  Internet traffic. 

 

 

 

real-time applications       non-real-time applications 

real time traffic           elastic applications 

        data traffic 

 

 

 

 

Rigid and intolerant       Adaptive and tolerant Interactive burst interactive  

Applications   Applications   traffic   bulk traffic 

(e.g. circuit emulation) (e.g. vic,vat.)    (e.g. telnet)  (e.g ftp) 

 

Fig. 2-1 Internet Traffic and Application classification [SCH97] 

 

It has been shown [SHE95] that networks, such as the Internet, with no admission 

control facility offer the optimum use of resources for networks carrying non real-time 

traffic, originating from applications like telnet, file transfer protocol (ftp) and email etc.  

These applications have also been termed “elastic applications” as they can always wait 

for all data to arrive; hence the final outcome is not unduly affected by congestion in the 
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network.  Because of this elasticity, in the event of congestion on the network, non-real-

time applications can decrease their transmission rate (using the feedback mechanism 

included in the TCP protocol). 

 

 The emerging widespread use of multimedia applications, has resulted in networks 

transporting voice and video in addition to the more traditional best effort traffic.  The 

change in the traffic characteristics has been mentioned in the literature as follows: 

“Real-time applications like video and voice have very different characteristics and 

requirements than data applications and thus their emergence is likely to significantly 

alter the nature of the Internet’s traffic load” [SHE95].  Real-time applications demand 

bounds on the delay variation and the end-to-end delay, to “provide these new services, 

routers may need to implement packet scheduling algorithms that are more sophisticated 

than FIFO” [SHE95].  

 

Suggestions for changes in network design to cater for real-time applications include the 

provision of delay-bounded and other packet delivery services: “These services are 

typically defined in terms of end-to-end qualities; for instance, the delay bounds in a 

delay bounded service refer to the total end-to-end delays experienced by packets” 

[SHE95].  Networks designed to cater for applications with QoS requirements are 

discussed in Section 2.2 and for the purpose of this thesis are termed QoS enabled 

networks. 

 

The focus of the work presented in this thesis is the development of  analytical 

techniques for QoS enabled networks which are validated using simulation. 
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The study has uncovered limitations (when the number of inputs to the multiplex is 

small) to a previously published analytical technique for predicting the decay rate of the 

individual waiting time distribution. Subsequent work resulted in a new and more 

accurate technique for predicting the decay rate of the individual waiting time 

distribution and hence providing more accurate end-to-end delay bounds.  Additionally 

the verification process has used a new simulation method, and results of practical 

networking scenarios are discussed in detail. 
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2.2  Quality of Service Enabled Networks 

In this section we examine architectures with QoS functionality.  The QoS architectures 

are introduced in chronological order (based on time of standardisation) as follows: 

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM), Integrated Services (IntServ), Differentiated 

Services (DiffServ) and Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS).  

 

2.2.1 Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) 

ATM is a connection oriented cell switched technology which was designed specifically 

to support integration of data, voice and video applications.   One disadvantage of ATM 

is the lack of native ATM applications, which has contributed to ATM now existing 

mainly as a lower layer technology for Wide Area Networks (WANs) distributing IP-

related traffic. The trend of the last few years has shown that the deployment of an end-

to-end ATM infrastructure is too expensive compared to competing technology (in 

particular, Fast Ethernet and Gigabit Ethernet in LANs) [EIC2000].  But the advantage 

of ATM is that it provides QoS aware capability.  

 

2.2.2 Integrated Services (IntServ) 

The Integrated Services model was designed to supplement but not replace the 

fundamental service model of the Internet, as embodied in the best-effort delivery 

service of IP.  IntServ defines a framework for providing end-to-end services, and like 

ATM provides a range of services; however the user decides on the QoS requested, 

unlike ATM where the application is in control of the service requirements. 
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The IntServ based architecture relies on the Resource Reservation Signalling Protocol 

(RSVP) to pass QoS information from the sender to the receiver.  The major drawback 

of Integrated Services is that the amount of state information, which is required to be 

maintained per node, is proportional to the number of application flows, and does not 

scale [WCAP99]. 

 

2.2.3 Differentiated Services (DiffServ) 

One limitation of the Integrated Services Architecture is its scalability as discussed in 

Section 2.2.2. The development of the DiffServ architecture alleviates this scalability 

problem. The goal of the Integrated Engineering Task Force (IETF) was to produce a 

service model which provided multiple QoS classes over IP networks, and this resulted 

in the development of the DiffServ Architecture. 

 

In order to increase the scalability, the DiffServ architecture aggregates incoming flows 

with similar QoS requirements into classes at the edge of the network, as shown in 

Figure 2-2.  Aggregation is achieved in the DiffServ architecture by defining a field in 

the IP packet header called the DiffServ codepoint (DSCP): hosts sending traffic into a 

DiffServ enabled network mark each transmitted packet with a DSCP value, while 

packets arriving at the boundary nodes  are classified by routers based on the DSCP 

value.  Traffic from different flows with similar QoS requirements are marked with the 

same DSCP and this results in the aggregation of flows to a common queue or 

scheduler.  

 

The scalability of this architecture improves as the amount of state information to be 

maintained at routers and end systems is proportional to the number of service classes, 
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and not proportional to the number of application flows, as is the case with the IntServ 

service model. Packets belonging to the same class are identified by a field (DiffServ 

codepoint (DSCP)) within the packet header and receive the same forwarding treatment  

(specified by the Per-Hop Behaviour (PHP)) by routers - this traffic handling technique 

avoids the need for signalling within the DiffServ domain as QoS information is 

contained in the DS field of the packet header. 

 

The introduction of flow aggregation and the absence of signalling reduces the 

complexity at the core of the Differentiated Services domain, the more complex tasks 

such as classification and conditioning take place at the edge of the domain.  However 

the compromise of aggregate traffic handling is that the QoS enjoyed by each 

conversation is dependant on the behaviour of the other conversations with which it is 

aggregated [BER2000].   

 

 
“Per-Hop  Behaviour ”:“Traffic conditioning”: - packet classifying

- packet marking
- policing
- shaping

 - discard based on marked packets 
- schedule based on marked packets 

 

 

Figure 2-2 The Differentiated Services Architecture [HOL2000] 
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A disadvantage of DiffServ is the absence of mechanisms to avoid hot spots 

[XIA2000a] which can occur in networks due to dynamic variations in load.  The 

demand for QoS guarantees, and the general consensus that traffic engineering added to 

the DiffServ architecture would be beneficial [XIA2000a], has resulted in the 

emergence of the MPLS protocol. The MPLS protocol is designed to improve the 

processing speed (and hence forwarding speed) of packets and the scalability of 

networks and also provides traffic engineering functions (all of which are discussed in 

Section 2.2.4.). 
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2.2.4 MPLS 

MPLS is a connection-oriented technique, designed to perform advanced forwarding 

and traffic engineering tasks in QoS enabled networks.  The fundamental concept of  

MPLS is the separation of an IP router’s functions into two parts, forwarding and 

control.  This separation of the two components enables each component to be 

developed and modified independently [HOL2000]. The movement of data packets 

between routers is performed by the forwarding mechanism using label swapping, while 

control is maintained by using the traditional IP routing protocols such as Interior 

Gateway Protocol (IGP) and Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) to distribute routing 

information.  Additional information in the form of label binding procedures for 

converting this routing information into the forwarding tables required for label 

switching is also distributed. 

 

Figure 2-3 MPLS [XIA2000a] 

 

In Figure 2-3 the network layer header – IP, and the link layer header- L2 of the 

datagram are shown at the ingress. The MPLS label (21- Figure 2-3), rather than the 

packets destination IP address, define the path the packet takes. Within the MPLS 

network the packets incoming label is swapped for an outgoing label (28- Figure 2-3) by 
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the LSR.  MPLS allows edge routers to perform traffic engineering by intelligent 

assignment of labels based on traffic classification. This traffic engineering enables the 

loading on links and routers to be balanced throughout the network.   

 

MPLS can also be combined with constraint-based routing (C-BR) and this aims to 

effectively provide traffic engineering within the MPLS domain.  C-BR considers link 

attributes such as bandwidth and administrative policy, and may find a path which is 

longer but more lightly loaded than a heavily loaded shorter path.  
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2.3 Service-level agreements (SLAs) 

 Most QoS enabled networks support services that are defined by a traffic contract 

which is part of a service-level agreement (SLA) between the user and the network.  

The SLA guarantees specific levels of performance and reliability for the part of the 

user’s traffic that is within the agreed traffic profile. The user’s traffic profile can be 

defined by a number of different parameters (one or more parameters may be used): the 

peak rate (peak bandwidth assignment), mean rate (mean bandwidth assignment) and 

token (leaky) bucket depth. Using this information network providers can quantify the 

resources needed by an SLA and decide the number of such contracts that can be 

supported without unduly affecting the QoS.  The number of contracts supported by the 

network is monitored by an admission control function.  

  

 The major benefits of SLAs are [AGI2000]: 

 

To Providers: 

• A means of differentiating service offering. 

• Ensure clear QoS understanding to the customers. 

• Clear specification of workloads under which guarantees apply. 

 

To Customers: 

• Ability to make price-performance tradeoffs based on service offerings. 

• Opportunity to shift the burden of service delivery infrastructure to provider. 

• An unambiguous understanding of guarantees. 
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Network performance objectives are defined in terms of SLAs for the Differentiated 

services architecture in Table 2-1.  The SLAs outlined in the table are not standards (the 

IETF has a policy of not defining such parameters, this is left to the network providers 

etc.) instead the examples are illustrations of network performance parameters taken 

from a simulation experiment [GIB2000]. The aims of the experiment was to develop a 

connection level model for defined traffic classes and to determine quantitatively the 

boundaries of the QoS assurance regions (based on SLA definitions for each of the 

traffic classes) [GIB2000].  The Expedited Forwarding class in Table 2-1 is 

representative of a service with a limit on packet loss, while the Assured Forwarding 

classes offer a statistical service which allows more multiplexing of data, at the expense 

of lower quality, than the premium service (Expedited Forwarding class). 

 

Unlike a deterministic service, a statistical, or soft real-time service, associates a small 

violation probability with delay and throughput bounds, as needed to obtain a utilization 

gain over a purely worst case approach [KNI99]. 
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Class QoS guarantees/Network performance parameters 

Expedited 

Forwarding 

Packet Loss ≤ 10-6

Connection blocking ≤ 10-3

Assured 

Forwarding 1

Mean throughput of a connection ≥2000 kb/s 

measured over periods of 1 minute 

with probability 0.99 

Assured  

Forwarding 2

Mean throughput of a connection ≥128 kb/s 

measured over periods of 1 minute 

with probability 0.95 

 

Table 2-1 Service Level Agreements [GIB2000] 

 

Traditionally an SLA guarantees network availability, customer support guarantees 

and more recently response times. Performance guarantees now being introduced by 

service providers such as UUNet include 100% availability guarantees, average 

monthly latency of no more than 85 milliseconds roundtrip within UUNet’s 

backbone, and notifications when SLAs are violated [AGI2000]. An increasing 

demand for more detailed SLAs, including, for example, guarantees on end-to-end 

delay, is now receiving attention in the research community [CIS2001b].  This focus 

on more detailed SLAs was one of the  motivating factors for the development of the 

work presented in this thesis.   

 

Chapter 6 investigates various network scenarios, and provides critical results on the 

delay bounds which can be expected in realistic enterprise style networks.  Hence the 

results presented provide a useful guide to network operators offering SLAs to service 
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providers.  It is worth noting that, currently many of these network operators rely on 

simple queuing analysis (M/M/1 or M/D/1) at individual nodes (assuming 

independence between nodes and accumulating the individual delay across a network 

of nodes) to construct estimates of end-to-end delay [VER99]. 

 

As a result of the work presented in this thesis Chapter 5 introduces a more accurate 

method for dimensioning SLAs. 
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Chapter 3: Delay issues in QoS aware Networks 

 

3.1 Quality of Service enabled networks 

The emergence of enhanced value-added services, and the current focus on voice-data 

convergence, has increased the awareness of the need for the provision of consistent 

Quality of Service (QoS), and especially for guarantees on end-to-end delay in 

enterprise networks (e.g. corporate intranets).  The motivation for introducing QoS 

enabled networks, the advantages and the challenges of implementing the new 

technologies (outlined in Chapter 2), are now summarised.  

 

 Advantages 

• Companies that do business on the Internet need QoS for better delivery of their 

content and/or services to attract more customers [XIA2000a].  Service providers 

such as WorldCom currently offer secure services on the Internet [WOR2002]. 

 

• Internet Service Provider’s (ISP) need the value-added services in their networks to 

increase revenue [PAGE2001]. 

 

• Digital transmission of voice over a packet switched network not only has the 

advantages of reducing costs and saving bandwidth, but also gives better voice 

quality [MUP2000], provided packet delay bounds are not exceeded. 
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Quality of Service enabled networks: Challenges 

• Before real-time applications such as remote video, multimedia conferencing, 

visualization and virtual reality can be widely used, the Internet infrastructure must 

be modified to support real-time QoS, and hence provide some control over end-to-

end packet delays [RFC1633]. 

 

• Assess whether it is feasible to mix the traffic of given services, what measures of 

service quality can be guaranteed and what type of network architecture best 

satisfies user requirements given the constraints of technical solutions [ROB91b]. 

 

• Assess how to guarantee quality of service for statistically multiplexed variable bit 

rate connections [ROB91b]. 

 

The performance of individual components of QoS enabled networks (such as the 

Differentiated services network) are relatively well understood. However the overall 

behaviour of QoS enabled networks (in particular end-to-end issues) has attracted less 

attention [GIB2000].  As previously stated the focus of the work presented in this thesis 

is to research this overall behaviour of the network end-to-end using simulation and 

analysis. 
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3.2 Performance objectives 

Quality of Service and Network Performance is defined by the ITU-T in 

recommendation E.800 as follows: The QoS is the collective effect of service 

performances which determine the degree of satisfaction of a user of the service 

[JUN96].  The term Quality of Service is generally accepted as the user’s view of a 

service as opposed to the network provider’s view and hence is a subjective parameter. 

 

QoS parameter translation defines the mechanism of mapping user’s perceived service 

to network parameters. Network Performance, which directly affects the QoS 

experienced by the user, is defined in terms of parameters which are meaningful to the 

network provider. These parameters include delay, jitter and loss.  Jitter refers to the 

distortion of the interpacket times compared to the interpacket times of the original 

signal transmission. The Network performance contributes to servability performance 

and service integrity [JUN96]. Table 3-1 lists major causes of QoS impairments 

introduced by the characteristics of IP and ATM networks.  
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Characteristic Delay Jitter Loss Random 

Errors 

Propagation delay b    

Switch/Router queuing 

architecture 

 

b 

 

b 

 

b 

 

Switch/router link rate b b   

Packet size b b b  

Switch/router buffer capacity  

b 

 

b 

 

b 

 

Switch/router resource 

allocation 

 

b 

 

b 

 

b 

 

Variations in traffic load b b b  

Switch/router and link failures    

b 

 

Bit and burst errors   b b 

Number of switches/routers 

traversed 

 

b 

 

b 

 

b 

 

b 

 

Table 3-1 Mapping of network characteristics to NP parameters [MCD96] 

 

Modern broadband networks capable of providing applications with QoS guarantees 

must offer adequate network performance, and must cater for a complex mixture of 

traffic types.  Traffic types may include hard (rigid and intolerant) or soft (adaptive and 

tolerant) real-time applications as well as the traditional best-effort traffic normally 

found on the Internet (as outlined in Section 2.1).  QoS guarantees demanded by hard 
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real-time mission critical applications (such as circuit emulation) suggest the use of a 

deterministic scheduling scheme [GALL93] which would guarantee worst-case end-to-

end delay bounds for traffic; however this is known to lead to an inefficient use of 

network resources.  This inefficiency results from the low network utilisation necessary 

to provide the deterministic guarantees (e.g. peak link utilisation not exceeding link 

capacity), and may be unrealistic in a real network.  Simulation results presented in the 

literature suggest that in a particular case delay bounds cannot be computed for link 

utilisations greater than 35.1% [KUR93].  The reason for this low link utilisation is 

discussed further in Section 3.3.  The work presented in this thesis focuses on a range of 

network loads including heavily utilized networks.  Operation of networks at high 

utilisation is important for commercial reasons.  

 

A statistical service, that allows a small fraction of traffic to violate its QoS 

specifications, can significantly increase the achievable utilization of network resources  

[LIE2000b].  However the QoS attainable in networks delivering statistical service to 

soft-real-time applications, which are delay sensitive but loss tolerant, is not clear. Soft- 

real-time applications include interactive packetised voice and video, where packet loss 

at the receiver due to excessive end-to-end delay is an important QoS measure, 

[KUR93], and is the main focus of this thesis. Table 3-2 presents established minimum 

delay and loss figures required by users for some example applications. 
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 Application Minimum user requirement 

Video 5 frames per sec 

Audio < 30% packet loss 

Latency < 400ms 

Inelastic  

applications 

Interactive real-time 

multimedia 

Delay < 200ms 

Jitter < 200ms 

Elastic 

applications 

Web-page access Latency < 11 seconds 

 

Table 3-2 Minimum Thresholds for acceptable QoS [DEM2000] 

 

3.3 End-to-end delay 

The focus of the research in this thesis is a study (through simulation and analysis) of 

the end-to-end and per-hop queuing delay distribution as seen by an individual session.  

The motivation for the development of techniques designed to provide a bound on the 

delay experienced by an individual session is the potential for providing QoS guarantees 

to real-time applications. QoS guarantees investigated could for example include a 

requirement that 95% or 96% of the packets should not experience more than a 

specified delay, end-to-end.  

 

Increasingly end-to-end delay characteristics are included in SLAs to ensure clear QoS 

understanding between service providers and network operators. The accurate 

dimensioning of these SLAs has important economic implications for all parties 

involved.  Statistical QoS guarantees are particularly appropriate for multimedia traffic, 
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whereby timestamping and a playout buffer can ensure the continuous playout of video 

or audio without jitter [REI98] and is shown in Figure 3-1.     

 

where  dj =delay limit for connection j 

εj = low bound for connection j 

statistical QoS requirement : P(delay> dj ) ≤ εj

 

Figure 3-1 Timestamping and Playout Buffer [REI98] 
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3.3.1 Deterministic Guarantees 

A deterministic service ensures that no packets are dropped or delayed beyond their 

guaranteed delay bound.  For example the Integrated services architecture defined a 

guaranteed service class as follows - packets are guaranteed (absolutely) to arrive within 

a specified delivery time and will not be discarded in the network provided the flow 

stays within its specified traffic parameters [ROB96]. 

 

However in ATM a small probability (maybe as small as 10-9) is normally associated 

with the delay or loss guarantee.  In the case of ATM, before new connections are 

accepted admission control tests must be performed to determine if the network has 

sufficient resources to support a new connection without degrading the existing service.  

The admission control tests are based on a profile of the expected traffic for the new 

connection, while traffic policing ensures that the admitted connections adhere to the 

traffic profile given to the network for the admission control tests.   

 

The traffic profile is defined in both ATM and IP using the Leaky bucket and the Token 

Bucket respectively to describe the traffic parameters corresponding to a specific flow 

of ATM cells or IP packets.  The ATM’s leaky bucket and the IETF’s token bucket 

algorithms are simply different ways of enforcing a deterministic envelope on a traffic 

flow.  Both the leaky bucket and the token bucket can interoperate, and this is outlined 

in IETF RFC 2381 [RFC2381]. The most common deterministic scheduling discipline is 

Packetised Generalised Processor Sharing (GPS), better known as Weighted Fair 

Queuing (WFQ), where worst-case bounds on delay are derived for leaky bucket/token 

bucket constrained sessions [GALL93].  
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In the past carrying real-time applications such as interactive voice, and any other 

applications with strict delay requirements, meant that multiplexer buffers must be 

small. To avoid excessive packet loss the combined arrival rate of multiplexed sources 

must be maintained below the multiplex output rate.  This deterministic approach led to 

the design of admission control tests based on Rate Envelope multiplexing.  This term is 

normally associated with ATM but equates to the small buffer approach often quoted in 

relation to IP networks.   

 

The multiplex service rate can change in response to network management actions, this 

provides the rate envelope and the task of the traffic control element is to ensure the 

aggregate arrival rate is within the envelope, at least with a very high probability.  Rate 

Envelope Multiplexing is discussed in more detail in Section 3.6. Normally buffers in 

the region of 100 packets in length are sufficient to absorb the cell-scale congestion 

[ROB96].  In contrast current routers available such as the Cisco 12000 range have 

around 50000 packet spaces in the buffers [CIS2002].  

 

3.3.2 Statistical Guarantees 

Analysis of networks providing statistical end-to-end QoS guarantees presented in the 

literature are now reviewed.  A statistical service is investigated as opposed to a 

deterministic service because of the low network utilisation required by the latter 

service [LIE2000a]. This low network utilisation results from admission control policies 

based on the deterministic approach which considers delays resulting from extremely 

unlikely events e.g. all network sources being simultaneously active in a given packet-

transmission time. 
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A statistical service uses statistical multiplexing within the network to increase the 

number of connections allowed onto the network at the expense of small losses in the 

network. Statistical multiplexing combines the outputs from many variable-rate sources 

into one data stream, and reports in the literature suggest substantial statistical 

multiplexing gain is achievable (even if the probability of loss is small e.g. 10-9) 

[LIE2000a].  This statistical multiplexing gain is based on the assumption that the traffic 

arrivals from a flow are constrained by a leaky bucket and traffic arrivals from different 

flows are statistically independent. With the statistical multiplexing gain expressed as: 

 

 Resources needed to 
support statistical QoS 
of N flows 

<<  N 
(1) 

Resources needed to 
support statistical QoS  
of 1 flow  

 

 

A number of approaches are now reviewed, all of which provide statistical delay 

bounds.  All the methods covered rely on the user abiding by a service level agreement 

and the network providing certain levels of network performance.   

 

The first, and ‘traditional’ method, is to use the effective bandwidth approach to show 

that the queue length and the corresponding delay at a node can be bounded. An 

effective envelope method, rate envelope multiplexing (REM) and finally rate sharing 

schemes are then discussed.   
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3.4 Effective Bandwidth 

The effective bandwidth scheme [ONV94]allows each flow to be assigned a particular 

bandwidth between its average and peak rate. The effective bandwidth is a function of 

the required loss probability (Pl ) and the particular flow’s statistical properties (such as 

peak and average rate together with mean burst duration), and its derivation involves an 

asymptotic analysis.  The asymptotic analysis determines how the buffer overflow 

probability decays with an increase in buffer size (large buffer asymptotic), and,  

provided the source does not exceed the effective bandwidth (controlled by a leaky 

bucket) assigned it, and assuming each flow is serviced at a rate which corresponds to 

the effective bandwidth, it is possible to bound the delay for that particular flow.  

 

Statistical multiplexing of flows requires that the effective bandwidth’s of individual 

sources are added together to obtain the composite effective bandwidth.  It has been 

found that the loss probability or (tail probability) for additive effective bandwidths (and 

in general for a wide variety of queuing models) can be approximated by [SCH96]:

  

CLP ≈ Q(x) = K e-ηx    (equ 3-1) 

where :            Q(x) = Pr (server backlog > x)  

      K = a constant   

                 η = the decay rate of the buffer state probabilities 

 

The use of the effective bandwidth technique results in conservative estimates of 

capacity required leading to network under utilisation [SCH96].  This conservative 

estimate is due to the smoothing effect inherent in statistical multiplexing (which is not 

accounted for in the effective bandwidth formula) as suggested in (1).  Another 
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disadvantage is that it is often not feasible to obtain a reliable statistical characterisation 

of traffic sources necessary for the calculation of the effective bandwidth. 

 

Refinements of effective bandwidths have been suggested in the literature, however the 

resulting algorithms can be computationally expensive [KNI99].  Results shown in 

Appendix A are obtained using the effective bandwidth formula [ONV94] for a single 

ON/OFF source.  

 

 

3.5 Effective Envelope 

 The second approach used to analyse statistical QoS bounds does not make any 

assumptions on the statistics of traffic sources, other than that they are regulated in a 

particular way, e.g. by a leaky bucket [LIE2000c]. Unlike the effective bandwidth 

approach which is a function of the flow’s statistical properties (peak rate, average rate 

and burst length) the effective envelope defines an explicit expression using the 

Chernoff Bound.  The Chernoff bound associates the moment generating function with 

the probability a random variable exceeds some fixed value as shown [SCH96]: 

P[q > x] ≤ e-θxE[eqθ]   (equ 3-2) 

Where q is a random variable, and E[eqθ] the moment generating function, which is the  

proportionality function of the decaying exponential. The random variable being the 

number of arrivals per unit time, recalling the key assumption that leads to the definition 

of statistical services is that traffic arrivals are viewed as random processes [LIE 2000c].  

Therefore effective envelopes are functions that provide, with high probability, bounds 

on traffic arrivals, and this approach can be used to calculate the statistical multiplexing 

gain at a single node and hence the delay bounds. 
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The advantage of the effective envelope process over the effective bandwidth approach 

is that it is often not feasible to obtain a reliable statistical characterisation of individual 

traffic sources necessary for the latter process.  However reports in the literature suggest 

greater accuracy can be achieved with alternative methods of bounding the delay as 

opposed to using the Chernoff bound [PIT2001]. Limitations of this effective envelope 

method have been uncovered and not resolved in [SCH2001a].  The limitations 

uncovered relate to assumptions the paper makes about the traffic arrivals from a flow.  

The questionable assumption is as follows:  

 

The traffic arrivals from flow j in an interval [t1,t2] are denoted as Aj(t1,t2). We assume 

that a traffic flow is characterized by a family of random variables Aj(t1,t2) which is 

characterized as follows [LIE2000a]:  

 

Stationarity. The Aj are stationary random variables , i.e. 0', >∀ tt  

])','(Pr[]),(Pr[ xttAxttA jj ≤+=≤+ ττ   (equ 3-3) 

However as Figure 3-2  shows this does not hold for traffic arrivals from an individual 

ON/OFF source.  Though it would hold for arrivals from a Poisson source. 
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Arrival 
rate 

time t  τ+t  't  τ+'t  

ON state 

OFF state

Figure 3-2 Packet arrivals from an ON/OFF source 

 

3.6 Rate Envelope Multiplexing (Bufferless Multiplexing) 

This approach to bounding the delay is defined in the literature as follows. Rate 

envelope multiplexing (REM) aims to preserve the bit rate of a connection throughout 

the network by limiting admission to ensure that the sum of rates at any time only 

exceeds link capacity with a negligibly small probability [ROB96].  

 

The resource provisioning necessary to cater for this negligibly small probability of  the 

total arrival rate exceeding the service rate, requires the buffers to absorb only cell-scale 

congestion (see Section 3.8.3).  The provision of buffering to cater for cell-scale 

congestion typically requires only about 100 packet places [ROB96], and as a result 

causes relatively short delays. However there is a trade-off between the network 

utilisation and the bound on the delay.  The trade-off is a lower network utilisation (due 

to the control of the admission of flows necessary to maintain a reasonable level of   

packet loss) but enabling a shorter delay. Figure 3-3 outlines the principle of REM. 
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The  negligible overload encountered in the REM process can be expressed:  

Pr{Λt> c} < ε        (equ 3-4) 

where Λt  is the arrival rate. 

 c is the output rate. 

 

 

 

Figure 3-3 Rate Envelope Multiplexing [ROB99] 

 

The REM analysis assumes the input rate Λt  is expressed as a continuous rate with 

traffic viewed as a fluid with infinitesimal packet size (no multiplexer buffer is 

required) hence REM is often referred to as bufferless multiplexing. 

 

 The multiplexed service rate, which can change in time as a result of network 

management actions, constitutes the rate envelope and the objective of traffic control is 

to ensure that the combined input rate of multiplexed connections is within the 

envelope, at least with a very high probability (e.g. 1 - 10-9) [ROB99]. 
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A traffic management scheme based on this bufferless multiplexing scheme is given in 

[REI98] and works as follows: 

• Smooth each connection’s traffic at the connection’s input to the network as much 

as allowed by the connection’s delay constraint. 

• Employ bufferless statistical multiplexing within the network. 

• Base admission control on the parameters of the connection’s regulator. 

The disadvantage of REM are its limitation when bursty sources have peak rates  

comparable with the link rate, which results in low network utilisation.  It is suggested 

in [KUR93] that in a particular case, deterministic delay bounds cannot be computed for 

link utilisations greater than 35.1%. 

 

3.7 Rate Sharing 

An alternative buffering approach to REM and the one which is investigated in this 

thesis, is rate sharing [ROB99].   Rate sharing allows the input to exceed the multiplexer 

rate with a higher probability than REM, and relies on longer buffers to absorb the input 

rate excesses.  The buffers required are much larger than for REM (exactly how large is 

investigated in this thesis), and are dimensioned to cater for burst scale congestion (see 

section 3.8.3) [PIT96].  The main difference between REM and Rate Sharing is the 

policy used to control the number of connections admitted to the network.  Admission 

control for REM is more restrictive on the number of flows accepted than Rate Sharing 

in order to provide more stringent delay guarantees. 

 

The advantage of rate sharing over REM is the higher network utilisation which can be 

achieved through a statistical multiplexing gain (section 3.3.2) in excess of that 

achievable in REM.  However the improved network utilisation is at the expense of the 
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performance connections experience in a shared environment.  The performance of rate 

sharing depends on the traffic characteristics of the individual flows (can be difficult to 

measure and control) which must compete for resources in this shared environment  

Traffic characteristics important for performance predictions at rate sharing 

multiplexers include the distributions of burst and silence lengths and parameters 

describing the correlation structure of the arrival process.  

 

The current Internet model is based on this Rate Sharing approach and will continue to 

be so, it is a good example of a shared environment with traffic flows competing for 

resources [SCH2001a].  Attempts to improve the Quality of Service on networks has 

seen the introduction of service differentiation, where traffic flows having similar QoS 

requirements are aggregated into different service classes.  Resource partitioning 

[RAK2002] between service classes allows different levels of service to be provided 

while retaining some of the advantages of resource sharing. 

 

Admission control is more difficult in rate sharing than REM as the shaping process 

must attempt to control the burst structure of the arrival process.  The burst structure of 

the arrival process plays a fundamental role in network performance [ROB99]. The 

token bucket shaper is capable of enforcing the maximum burst size on each individual 

flow before rate sharing multiplexing.  

 

Methods to deal with the burst structure of the arrival process include alternative 

parameters such as the second moment of the number of arrivals in a time interval and 

the probability of exceeding a certain queue length in a queue fed exclusively by that 

arrival process [ROB99].  Using this latter method admission control based on 
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knowledge of the decay rate of the waiting time distribution is possible.  However the 

accurate determination of the decay rate and its interception with the probability axis 

relies on the statistical characteristics of the arrival process.  It is also important to note 

that the decay rate is determined for large queue size (over this region the large buffer 

size has absorbed the burst structure).  Chapter 5 deals with an analytical method for 

Rate Sharing in packet networks. 

 

3.8  Network Modelling and analysis 

Two main types of technique are available for modelling: analysis and simulation.  

Analytical techniques can “give a good insight into the operation of the systems under 

study at low cost, and they can be used for quick engineering purposes in system 

design” [HAV98].  However for large-scale networks, analytical techniques become 

more difficult to use. The main restriction when using analytical techniques is that the 

“need for analytical tractability restricts the range of system or traffic characteristics that 

can be included in a performance evaluation model” [PIT93]. 

 

An alternative method used for evaluating more complex systems is to use simulation. 

Simulation models can be divided into two broad classes, call/connection level 

simulation and packet level simulation.  Call/connection level simulation models only 

include the set-up and clear down of calls or connections in the network, but can work 

much faster than packet level simulators.  The main disadvantage of call/connection 

level simulation is the failure to measure characteristics such as packet delay or loss in 

the network.  As the focus of the work presented in this thesis researches the end-to-end 

delay experienced by packets a packet level simulation model has been developed.  The 

packet level simulation models the behaviour of the individual packet, allowing a more 
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detailed study of the queuing behaviour (the main cause of delay in the network) to be 

examined. 

 

Simulation techniques can be used to model large systems by using suitably constructed 

simulation programs which mimic the system behaviour and produce estimates for 

measures of interest.  The main limitation of the simulation technique is the 

computational expense, resulting in very long simulation times, and this is especially 

troublesome in packet-level simulation. The long simulation times are a result of the 

procedure which sequential simulation tools such as OPNET use to handle events which 

occur simultaneously.  For example separate events which, may occur simultaneously in 

the real world are by necessity executed sequentially by the Simulation kernel but are 

tagged with the same execution time.  Alternative simulation methods are presented in 

Section 3.8.1 but these also have limitations. 

 

An example of such simulations with prohibitively long simulation times occurs in the 

modelling of rare events such as cell loss probability in the region of 10-7, which is a 

common objective in ATM networks.  In this case 107 packets will on average, have to 

be processed for a single event of interest (e.g. packet loss) to occur.  An alternative is 

to use “hybrid techniques, which take advantage of the low computational cost of 

analytical models, along with the detail of simulation” [PIT93].  An example of a hybrid 

technique  is discussed in Section 4.6.2.  The problem of excessive simulation time is 

even more acute when using conventional simulation to model a network of buffers.  
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3.8.1 Accelerated simulation literature review 

A review of accelerated simulation techniques can be classified into implementation, 

measurement and modelling techniques [KUR88].  Implementation techniques focus on 

the programming methods used to build the simulator, particularly with respect to 

sequential or concurrent techniques.  Parallel simulation is a concurrent technique which 

fits the Implementation classification.  Parallel simulation is the process of using 

multiple processors simultaneously for executing a single simulation, with the goal of 

reducing the total execution time.  A parallel simulator is made up of a collection of 

interacting sequential simulators, called logical processors (LPs).  The processing duties 

performed by each LP is a sequence of events, where each event represents some action 

in the model and Logical processors interact by scheduling events for each other. 

 

In theory parallel processing is suitable for network simulations, as network operations 

are inherently distributed and concurrent.  According to [BHA98], the feasibility of 

applying parallel simulation techniques to diverse, large, and complex network models 

has been illustrated in [NIC98].  However in [BHA98] it also stated that parallel 

simulation techniques are not yet commonplace in network simulation.  The lack of 

established easy-to-use modelling methodologies suitable for parallel execution, and the 

absence of mature software environments, have so far prevented the widespread use of 

parallel simulations in network research and industrial practice. 

 

The measurement category comprises variance reduction techniques and extrapolative 

techniques, which use statistical methods to improve the accuracy of performance 

measures.  This variance reduction technique attempts to reduce the variances of the 

output random variable of interest (such as the average delay in a queue) without 
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disturbing its expectation; this produces smaller confidence intervals, for the same 

amount of simulating. 

 

One of the most promising techniques in the measurement category is the RESTART 

(REpetitive Simulation Trials After Reaching Thresholds) method [VIL91]. This 

reduces the number of packets that need to be simulated by conditioning rare events 

(e.g. packet-loss) on a less rare event (e.g. a threshold level in the queue size) and 

repeatedly simulating from this threshold.  The efficiency of RESTART is affected by 

the cost to restore the system for retrials, but can achieve reductions in simulation times 

by a few orders of magnitude. 

 

Importance sampling (IS) has also been used to simulate rare events , and is based on 

the notion of modifying, or biasing the underlying probabilities in such a way that rare 

events occur much more frequently.  To account for this adjustment, the results are 

weighted in a way that yields a statistically unbiased estimator.  Townsend et al 

[TOW98] give a good introduction to the use of this technique for evaluating rare events 

in communications networks. 

 

The modelling category comprises hybrid techniques, which benefit from the low 

computational cost of analytical models combining with the detail of simulation. 

Cell-rate simulation is one such hybrid technique which addresses the problem of 

measuring rare events in a computationally efficient way [PIT93].  It achieves this by 

defining an event as the change in the cell-rate of a connection, and handles many 

cells/packets per event, rather than one packet per event in the case of cell/packet level 

simulation.  The main disadvantage of the cell-rate method is that it gets 
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computationally intensive for a large number of sources, or across a number of links on 

a WAN.  The work presented in [PIT93] analyses only a single link. 

 

Accelerated simulation techniques presented in [SCH99] uses  a hybrid analytical 

/simulation combination by applying a mathematical technique for the separation of 

foreground traffic from background traffic. To avoid the need for extra events on the 

event list, and the processing overhead associated with the background traffic, this 

technique involves the complete removal of background traffic, adjusting the service 

rate of the queue to compensate. Thus the number of events that must be simulated (in 

the accelerated system) in order to reach any given packet loss probability is hugely 

reduced. 

 

3.8.2 Source models 

Source models are used to represent real traffic and must attempt to capture accurately 

the traffic characteristics (peak rate, mean rate, burst length etc.) of the real source.  The 

source models used in this thesis were suitable for the modelling of voice, video and 

data and are termed ON/OFF models.  These ON/OFF models have only two states, an 

active state in which packets are generated at a constant rate, and a silent state in which 

no packets are generated. 

 

The Markovian ON/OFF model shown in Figure 3-4 generates packets with a rate R in 

the active state. The probability of remaining in the active state is ‘a’ and of moving to 

the silent state is (1-a) after each generated packet. In the silent state the source 

generates another empty timeunit with probability ‘s’ or moves to the active state with 

probability (1-s).   
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SILENT STATE ACTIVE STATE 

Pr{yes}= s Pr {no} =1-s 

Pr{no} =1-a Pr{yes} = a 

 

Figure 3-4 The Markovian ON/OFF source model 

 

An alternative view of the ON/OFF source is shown in Figure 3-5. The active state has a 

geometrically distributed number of  packet arrivals, while the silent state generates a 

geometrically distributed number of  timeunits.  The mean number of packets in the 

active state E[on] is 1/(1-a) packets.  The mean number of empty timeunits in a silent 

state, E[off], is equal to 1/(1-s) timeunits.  At the end of a sojourn period in a state, the 

process switches to the other state with probability 1. 

 

 

 1 

 

SILENT STATE 
Generate empty 
timeunits at a rate of C 
E[off] =1/(1-s) 

ACTIVE STATE 
Generate packets at a 
rate of R 
E[on] = 1/(1-a) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-5 An alternative representation of the ON/OFF Source Model 
1 
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Extensions of this research to other source models, e.g. using long-range dependent 

models, are discussed in Chapter 8. 

 

ON/OFF sources were chosen to represent the background traffic in the simulation 

model as their behaviour exhibits a good ‘likeness’ to that portrayed by Internet traffic, 

as illustrated in Figure 3-6. This trace represents IP traffic and was obtained from 

simulations run on a real network with live traffic as part of the European ACTS Expert 

Project [EXP94]. 

 

 

 

Figure 3-6 IP Traffic Trace [HOL2000] 

 

3.8.3 Burst and Cell-Scale Congestion 

Cell-scale congestion results from multiplexing a number of sources together, and in a 

duration of one timeunit more than one packet may arrive, but unlike burst-scale 

congestion (looking at a longer time scale than one timeunit) the source rate will only 

exceed the queue’s service rate for a short period of time.  Figure 3-7 illustrates cell-
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scale queuing behaviour; two packet streams are shown, one having 50% utilisation and 

the other 25% utilisation.  The arrival behaviour shown in the third row of timeunits is 

the combination of the two packet streams, resulting in a 75% utilisation.  For the first 

12 timeunits packets from stream one (50% utilisation) and two (25% utilisation) do not 

coincide, and the packets are serviced immediately (no packets waiting in the buffer).  

However the second set of 12 timeunits features the arrival of more than one packet in a 

timeunit, this results in some packets waiting in the queue before being served. The 

number of packets waiting in the queue is shown in the graph, the vertical axes 

represents the number of packets in the queue and the horizontal axes is calibrated in 

timeunits.   

 

 

Figure 3-7 Cell-scale queuing behaviour [PIT96] 

 

 

For cell-scale congestion the analysis to find the decay rate reduces the duration over 

which excess-rate arrivals are defined to a single timeunit (burst-scale congestion 

examines a duration of a number of timeunits).  Equation 3-5 was derived by analysing 
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the behaviour that causes the queue to change in size when there is only cell scale 

queuing and was first presented in [PIT2000]. 

 

         659.0
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    (equ 3-5) 

where λ is the load 

 

 

When the source rate exceeds the queue service rate for a significantly longer period 

than a timeunit, the queue begins to fill and ultimately for a finite queue it may 

overflow. This is burst-scale congestion [ROB91].  The ON/OFF source model shown 

in Figure 3-4 can introduce this form of congestion at buffers.  Figure 3-8 shows an 

additional packet stream added to the previous model (Figure 3-7) to illustrate burst-

scale queuing behaviour.  The utilisation of the additional packet stream is 33%, 

resulting in a combined arrival rate of 8% in excess of the service rate.  Over the period 

examined in Figure 3-8 two packets must be queued, as no free timeunits are available, 

this burst-scale queuing is shown as a solid line in the graph.  Cell-scale queuing is also 

evident in Figure 3-8 from the short-term fluctuations of the number in the queue. 

 

For the same load, burst-scale behaviour will generally result in larger numbers of 

packets in the buffer than cell-scale behaviour, this is illustrated in Figure 4-3 with 

results from simulation showing both forms of queuing behaviour.   
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Figure 3-8 Burst-Scale and cell-scale queuing behaviour [PIT96] 

Equation 3-6 has been shown  [SCH2000] to yield a good approximation for the burst-

scale decay rate.  The analysis of a multiplex of ON/OFF homogeneous sources results 

in the aggregation of individual sources into a single source with new parameters 

(modified ON (T(on)) and OFF (T(off) ) duration, peak rate (Ron ) etc.) as shown in Section 

4.6.2.  
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  (equ 3-6) 

The numerator in equation 3-6 corresponds to ‘a’ (section 3.8.2) and the denominator to 

‘s’. Where ‘a’ represents the conditional probability that the number of packets in the 

buffer goes up by another one, given that it is going up and ‘s’ represents the 

conditional probability that the number of packets in the buffer goes down by another 

packet given that it is going down.  The analysis monitor’s the inter-arrival times that 

are greater than and less than the constant service time.  Inter-arrival times that are equal 

to the service time result in no change in the buffer size. From the analysis;  

a= E[G]/(1+E[G]) 
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where E[G] is the average growth in the ON period.       

3.8.4 Excess-Rate Queuing Analysis for a single ON/OFF source model 

Excess-rate (ER) packets refer to “packets which must be queued as they represent an 

excess of (instantaneous) arrival rate over the service rate” [PIT96]. For a single 

ON/OFF source this is shown in Figure 3-9. The packet generation rate in the active 

state is R, and the buffer service rate is C.  The queue level increases in the buffer when 

the source is in the active state at rate of (R-C), and reduces at a rate of C in the silent 

state. 

 
    Cell 

    Rate

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-9 Burst-Scale Buffering 

 

It can be shown (for a single ON/OFF source) [PIT96] : 

 

a = 1-1/ (Ton(R-C))  (equ 3-7) 

and  

 

s =1-1/ (Toff(C))  (equ 3-8) 

R 

Excess cell 
rate 

C 
Service for 

Excess 
Rate cells 

Time 
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where  we define :   ‘a’ as follows - once the source has entered the ON state, it will 

generate at least one excess-rate arrival. After each one of these 

arrivals the source generates another excess-rate arrival with 

probability ‘a’. 

‘s’ as follows – once the source has entered the OFF state, it will 

stay there for at least one time slot; after each time slot in the 

OFF state the source remains in the OFF state with a probability 

‘s’.  

Ton is the mean time the source is in the ON state 

Toff is the mean time the source is in the OFF state 

R is the rate in the ON state 

C is the service rate of the buffer 

 

3.8.5 Decay Rate Analysis 

Decay rate analysis is a technique to calculate the probabilities associated with the states 

of the buffer, based on the knowledge that, for Markovian sources, these state 

probabilities will tend to a straight line as buffer occupancy gets large. Section 3.8.4 

introduced the concept of excess-rate packets.  This form of analysis  “sees” only the 

excess-rate arrivals to the buffer, and therefore models individual excess-rate packets, 

and not all the packets. 

 

This technique evaluates the state of the buffer as seen by an arriving excess-rate 

packet, and can be used to predict loss probabilities and the waiting time distribution.  

Conventional queuing analysis focuses on the state of the buffer as seen by the 
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departing packet or the condition of the buffer at the end of a timeunit. In Excess Rate 

queuing theory the state probability is defined as [PIT96]: 

 

S(k) = Pr (k packets in the buffer, as seen by an arriving packet) 

 

And “one of the most important effects we have seen so far is that the state probability 

values we are calculating tend to form straight lines when plotted as log (probability) 

against linear (buffer state)” [PIT96].  This is evident from the simulation results 

presented in Chapter 4 and is shown schematically in Figure 3-10.  The decay rate is 

defined as the ratio: 

DR = S(k+1)/s(k) as k →∞ 

It has been shown that the decay rate of the state probabilities for a single ON/OFF 

source into a single packet switched buffer is given by [SCH94]: 

DR =a/s 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-10 The decay rate of the state probabilities [PIT2000] 
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Excess-Rate queuing theory and decay rate analysis is used to validate the waiting time 

distribution (w(x)) obtained from simulation, and this demonstrates the accuracy of the 

analytical technique as a means of prediction for the delays at single buffers.  In Chapter 

6 the delay distributions associated with networks of buffers are investigated. 
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3.8.6 The Waiting time distribution (w(x)) and the tail of the distribution (Q(x)) for 

a multiplex of ON/OFF sources 

The purpose of this section is to familiarise the reader with the derivation of the 

distributions w(x) and Q(x).  Cell-scale and burst-scale queuing behaviour is clearly 

shown in Figure 4-3 for a multiplex of 100 ON/OFF sources. By fitting a geometric 

distribution (see Figure 3-11) to Figure 4-3 we derive an approximate solution for w(x). 

Where: 

w(x) = Pr{a customer waits x timeunits in the buffer} 

 

Geometric Distribution: w(x) =  xkη

η is the decay rate 

k is the constant multiplier 

The constant multiplier (burst-scale loss factor) is also shown in Appendix C. 

 

Number of  timeunits 

 w(x) 

x

k 

Decay rate 

Figure 3-11 The Geometric Distribution 
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Find k: 

Given that the sum of a geometric series is:          
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and 

     Q(x) = Pr{a customer waits>x timeunits in a buffer} 

 

       Q(x) =  1x+η
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Chapter 4: Simulation Model Verification and     

Network Delay Analysis 

  

4.1 Overview 

  The main contribution of the thesis is the analysis of the rate sharing approach for 

multiplexers with a small number of input traffic streams, and is therefore appropriate 

considering the emergence of VoIP, which is now ubiquitous in Enterprise networks.  It 

is suggested in [VEGA2000] that VoIP switches currently available have as few as 8 

inputs illustrating a shift in access network design from large routers/switches catering  

for as many as 30,000 users.  These small switches offer a more cost effective solution 

for SME [VEGA2000].  Much of the queuing analysis available in the literature, and 

applied in network design, has been developed on the presumption of multiplexing (i) a 

very large number of sources or (ii) a single source. The shift in network design 

associated with the introduction of new applications such as VoIP, and transactional 

services has forced a re-evaluation of the queuing analysis associated with these small 

soft switches.  A simulation model and some new analysis has been developed to 

investigate the consequences of this change in network design, and forms the focus of 

this chapter. 
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This chapter presents the verification of the simulation model, firstly for a single buffer.  

The verification procedures compare the results from simulation with excess-rate 

queuing and decay-rate analysis results under a wide range of network conditions.  The 

verification procedures are then extended to a network of buffers by comparing 

simulation results from the work of Kurose et al [KUR93].  

 

Problems encountered during the model verification procedures include excessive 

simulation times. A new accelerated simulation method based on an adaptation of 

previous work [SCH99] was then developed to overcome the excessive time required to 

run the simulations.  This new method reduces the time it took for the simulations to 

reach steady state.  

 

A second accelerated simulation technique developed during the course of this work is 

introduced, this novel method represents a priority scheduling scheme using a First 

Come First Served (FCFS) scheme with an adjusted service rate.  

 

Also in this chapter a new improved technique developed during the course of the 

verification work is presented, which determines the decay rate of the waiting time 

distribution (as shown in Figure 3.11) and uses Little’s Law.  Little’s law is a well 

known theorem in queuing theory used to predict the average number of users in the 

queuing system given the average waiting time in the system and the arrival rate to the 

system. 
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4.2 Simulation Model Verification at a single buffer 

Conventional simulation results are presented for queuing models which are then 

verified using excess-rate queuing analysis. Firstly we show an ON/OFF source and 

buffer in Figure 4-1 which represents a burst-scale queuing example for Voice over IP 

(VoIP). 

It has been known for many years that a single voice source is well represented by a two 

state process: Human speech consists of an alternative sequence of active , or talk spurt, 

intervals, typically averaging 0.3—1.2 seconds in length, followed by silence (inactive) 

intervals averaging 0.6 -1.8 seconds in length [SCH96]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     
offon

on
TT

T
+

=α   (equ 4.1) 

 Ton    
0.35 
R=167 
pk/sec 

Toff 
0.65 Utilisation (ρ)  =  

C
Rα   = 

73
167x35.0 = 0.8 

 
where α is the activity factor  
          

C = 73 pk/sec  

R is the Peak packet rate 

C is the service rate 

Figure 4-1 The Queue Model 
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Theoretical analysis using equation 3-7 and 3-8 from section 3.8.4: 
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   a = 0.969 

and  

     
)C(T

11s
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s = 0.978 

 

Therefore using Decay Rate analysis:  

                                                        DR = a/s 

 

             DR = 0.989 
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Simulation model parameters: 

Voice source – 

Mean ON duration (exponentially distributed)  = 0.35 seconds 

Mean OFF duration (exponentially distributed) = 0.65 seconds 

Peak packet rate (R)          = 167 packets/s 

 

Therefore: 

packets/s 73          rate service
nUtilisatio
rate arrivalmean           rate service

packets/s 58.45  rate arrivalmean 
ratepacket peak  )(factor activity   rate arrivalmean 

=

=

=
×= α

 

  

Decay Rate from Figure 4-2 : 

Probability of having 15 packets in the buffer = 0.009 

Probability of having 205 packets in the buffer =0.00123 

009.0
00123.0DR 15-205 =  

DR = 0.989 

 

Utilisation 0.37 0.5 0.8 

Decay Rate from Simulation 0.777 0.954 0.989 

Decay rate from Theory 0.741 0.956 0.989 

 

Table 4-1 Comparison of theory and simulation for a range of buffer utilisation. 

 (Activity Factor 0.35) 
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Table 4-1 presents results from simulation and analysis (derived using equation 3-7 and 

3-8). Results shown in Figure 4-2 compare the decay rate of the waiting time 

distribution for a buffer utilisation of 0.8. The waiting time distribution shows the 

probability of a packet waiting a number of timeunits in the buffer before being served, 

where a timeunit is the time taken to serve one packet.  The packet waiting time plus the 

service time gives the system time, which is the overall delay through the buffer.   

 

The state probability can also be used to describe the queuing behaviour.   

We define the state probability, i.e. the probability of being in state k as,  

S(k) =Pr{there are k packets in the queuing system at the end of any timeunit}. 
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Figure 4-2 Waiting time distribution for one ON/OFF source, utilisation 0.8. 
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An earlier study presented in [SCH96] compared the decay rate obtained using the 

excess-rate formula with decay rates generated using the standard approximation, 

[ROB91b], a formula based on Martingales [BUF94], and the Multi-Mini source model 

[SCH96]. The  excess-rate queuing analysis was shown to be superior to the other forms 

of analysis chosen for comparison.  Since Excess-rate queuing was demonstrated to be 

superior to other forms of analysis, the simulator is further verified when the simulation 

results agree with the excess-rate queuing results.   

 

4.3 Verification of the cell-scale and burst-scale decay rate for a      

large multiplex of sources 

The main objective in this section is to further verify the conventional simulation model 

against standard well-understood results, hence the use of the multiplexer with a large 

number of input streams.  Also a new accelerated simulation technique (introduced to 

overcome the problem of prohibitively long simulation times) is verified in this section 

by comparing results with a conventional simulation. 

 

Equations 3-5 and 3-6 are now used in comparison with the waiting time distribution for 

a multiplex of 100 ON/OFF sources obtained through simulation. Two simulation 

models have been developed; a conventional model which simulates all 100 ON/OFF 

homogeneous sources, and the accelerated model which aggregates the sources as 

shown in Figure 4-7 (Section 4.6.2).  Figure 4-3 shows the waiting time distribution 

while Tables 4-2 and 4-3 give the theoretical and simulation results of the cell-scale and 

burst-scale decay rates for the multiplex of 100 ON/OFF sources for both conventional 

and accelerated simulation.  From Table 4-2 it can be seen that no cell-scale behaviour 
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is present for the accelerated simulation.  Cell-scale behaviour arises from the 

multiplexing of a number of traffic streams, however the accelerated simulation method 

uses only one traffic source as shown in Figure 4-7. 
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Figure 4-3 Cell-Scale and Burst-Scale Queuing for a multiplex of 100 ON/OFF 

sources using conventional simulation 
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  Model Cell-scale decay rate 

 Theory  0.659  

 Simulation  (Conventional) 0.691  

 Simulation   (Accelerated) No cell scale decay rate 

 

Table 4-2  Results of the cell-scale decay rate for Conventional and Accelerated 

Simulation for the multiplex of 100 ON/OFF sources through a single buffer 

 

 

 Model Burst-scale decay rate 

 Excess-rate Theory  0.963  

 Simulation (Conventional) 0.963  

 Simulation (Accelerated) 0.966  

 

 

Table 4-3 Results of the burst-scale decay rate for Conventional and Accelerated 

Simulation for the multiplex of 100 ON/OFF sources through a single buffer 

 

Comparison of the conventional and accelerated simulation results in Table 4-3 

confirms the accuracy of the new accelerated simulation technique and provides 

confidence for future accelerated simulation results.  The multiplex of 100 ON/OFF 

sources was chosen in this simulation as the theoretical results are well understood , in 

Chapter 8 a range of multiplex sizes is examined. 
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4.4 Variation of Activity Factor (α) 

The purpose of this section is more simulation verification.  The probability that an 

ON/OFF traffic source is active is called the activity factor.  A bursty traffic source will 

have an activity factor with a low value e.g. 0.2.  

The activity factor : 
offon

on
TT

T
+

=α  

“A bursty source is usually one for which the period of inactivity is much longer than 

the time during which it is active and transmitting cells” [SCH96]. 

Table 4-4 compares the decay rates from simulation and theory (excess-rate) of a single 

source, while varying the ON/OFF source activity factor. The utilisation for all three 

simulations was 0.8. 

 

Activity Factor 0.2 0.35 0.6 

Decay Rate from 

Conventional Simulation 

0.998 0.989 0.977 

Decay Rate from Theory 0.999 0.989 0.979 

 

Table 4-4 Comparison of theory and simulation results for a range of source 

activity factors 

 

It can be seen from Table 4-4 that there is very good agreement* between the simulation 

and the analytical results over the range of activity factors studied; this further verifies 

the simulation model. 

 

*Results are obtained from very long simulation runs. 
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4.5 Model verification for a network of buffers 

In this section the end-to-end delay distribution from simulation is compared with the 

work of Kurose et al [KUR93] in order to verify the model end-to-end. 

 

The end-to-end delay model developed as part of this research was designed to re-

evaluate the consequences of the shift from traditional networks with large switches 

(30,000 users) to the use of smaller VoIP switches (minimum 8 users) in Enterprise 

networks.  The consequences of this change in network design is discussed further in 

Chapter 5. 

 

The end-to-end delay model consists of multiplexing up to 100 ON/OFF homogeneous 

sources, each submitting fixed length packets, to a series of up to ten packet switched 

buffers. Each buffer is infinite with the load offered to each buffer of up to 90%.  

The end-to-end delay model shown in Figure 4-4 attempts to replicate a realistic IP 

network environment while achieving the level of abstraction necessary to minimise the 

processing overhead.  In Figure 4-4 only a small proportion of the traffic from the nth 

buffer goes through the (n+1)th buffer, the rest is routed elsewhere. “The independence 

assumption for the end-to-end delay distribution is: foreground traffic is a small 

proportion of total traffic arriving at each buffer” [PIT2000]. 

 

For the purpose of this thesis the proportion of the traffic forwarded through all the 

buffers is termed the foreground traffic while traffic routed elsewhere is called 

background traffic.  The proportion of foreground traffic forwarded can be adjusted to 

suit the situation under study. 
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 foreground traffic 

background traffic routed elsewhere 

buffer n+1 

foreground traffic 

buffer n 

start 
finish 

Figure 4-4  Model of traffic flow end-to-end 

The contribution of the work in [KUR93] is to compare end-to-end delay distributions 

obtained via simulation with worst case delay bounds predicted by three different 

methods: Cruz’s method for computing delay bounds under FCFS multiplexing 

[CRUZ91], (ii) Golestani’s delay bounds using stop-and-go queuing [GOL91] and (iii) 

Parekh and Gallager’s method for computing delay bounds under weighted fair queuing 

(WFQ) [ GALL93].  

Results shown in [KUR93] indicate that the point at which the tail of delay distributions 

becomes very small (i.e. in the order of 10-5 ) is often quite far (smaller delay) from the 

worst case delay predicted by the methods suggested in [CRUZ91],[GOL91] and 

[GALL93].  For example, at utilisation’s up to 98.2% the 10-5 value of the delay 

distribution obtained via simulation is 12ms or less, whereas the upper bounds on delay 

vary between 81.3 ms for WFQ and a 622.5 ms bound for FCFS [KUR93]. 

 

To compare the work presented in this thesis with that of  [KUR93] a variant of the 

traditional voice (ON/OFF) source model was implemented and is referred to as the 
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reduced OFF period source.  This reduced OFF period source resembles a continuous 

packet rate source typical of real-time devices such as remote sensors. Validation of the 

simulation model compares end-to-end delay results obtained from simulation of a 

multiplex of 48 reduced OFF period sources through a series of 5 buffers with results 

presented in [KUR93] shown in Figure 4-5.  
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Figure 4-5 Queuing delay tail distributions – measured end-to-end over 5 buffers 

for reduced OFF period source 

Comparison of the plots shown in Figure 4-5 suggest that the simulation model 

developed has accurately reproduced the end-to-end delay results presented in 

[KUR93].  This verifies the simulation model end-to-end for this particular scenario, 

and provides confidence in the end-to-end delay performance.  Further information on 

the work in [KUR93] is shown in Appendix D. 
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4.6 Accelerated Simulation 

The aim of this Section is (1) to present a novel accelerated simulation technique, which 

takes advantage of the low computational cost of  analytical models, [STEW2001a]; (2) 

to develop a new approach to reduce the computational expense of simulating a network 

using Weighted Round Robin* scheduling. 

 

4.6.1 Limitations of Conventional Simulation 

Firstly we review, using conventional simulation, the excessive simulation times 

required in order to model events such as packet delay with a probability of 10-5 for a 

small number of multiplexed ON/OFF VoIP sources into a single packet switched 

buffer (Figure 4-6).  We choose a probability of 10-5 as an acceptable bound on the 

delay for real-time traffic as suggested in [SIVA2000] as follows : 

The assumption that shared networks can still meet the QoS requirements of real-time 

traffic is based on the knowledge that delay or loss within the network for a small 

fraction say, 10-5 of the packets will not unduly affect the network performance. 

 

Figure 4-6 demonstrates the improved accuracy of results obtained by performing 

longer simulations (the larger the sample size the more accurate the result), this is 

evident in the linear decay rate of the 30 hour simulation as opposed to the more 

scattered plot of the one hour simulation.   

 

* Routers providing QoS functionality have been introduced by CISCO. Weighted 

Round Robin is one of the scheduling disciplines used. 
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Figure 4.6 Waiting time distribution (w(x)) for ten ON/OFF sources using 

conventional simulation 

 

4.6.2  The New Accelerated Simulation Technique 

The new accelerated simulation method applied in this research is a hybrid 

analytical/simulation combination, and reduces the number of ON/OFF processes which 

operate independently to a single aggregated ON/OFF process with an equivalent 

number of events.  It produces a reduction in time until the simulation reaches steady 

state. “A simulation is said to be in a steady state, not when the performance 

measurements become constant, but when the distribution of the measurements 

becomes invariant with time” [KLE96].   

The method of source aggregation which is the basis of the accelerated simulation 

technique is shown in Figure 4-7. 
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Minimum number of sources for burst scale queuing = 
h
C⎤⎡  

 

Figure 4-7 Aggregate source model 

 

Equation 3-6 (section 3.8.3) is used to find the decay rate and the analysis is given as 

follows. 

“The overall system model is reduced to one in which the aggregate input process to the 

queuing system is in either an ON state or an OFF state.  In the ON state the total input 

rate exceeds the service rate of the buffer, and the buffer fills (rate of increase = Ron – 

Aggregate Queuing System  

 

Source 1 

       Source N 

Source 2 

Individual Sources 

Ton 

Toff Ton 

Toff 

Ton 

Toff 

h 

T(on) 

T(off) 

 

C
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C); in the OFF state the total input rate is less than the output rate of the buffer, allowing 

the buffer to empty (reduction rate = C-Roff). When not less than C/h (h is the peak rate 

of an individual source) sources are active at any time the aggregate process is in the 

ON state, otherwise it is in the OFF state; the distribution of the aggregate ON and OFF 

periods are modelled as exponential”[SCH2000]. 

 

The results for a multiplex of 70 sources are shown in Figure 4-8(a)- 4-8(d) and 

represent w(x) which is defined as: 

 

w(x) = Pr{a customer waits x timeunits in a buffer} 

 

The theoretical results are taken from the following equation first produced in 

[SCH2000]. 

 

1)RC(T

)RC(T

1)CR(T

)CR(T

)off()off(

)off()off(

)on()on(

)on()on(

+−

−

+−

−
=η                                    (see equ 3-6) 

 

For the aggregate queuing system: 

η = is the decay rate. 

C  = the output rate of the queue in packets/second 

T(on)  = mean time the aggregate input process spends in the ON state 

T(off)  = mean time the aggregate input process spends in the OFF state 

P(on)  = the probability that the aggregate input process is in the ON state 
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R(on)  = mean input rate into the queue when the aggregate input process is in the ON          

     state 

R(off) = mean input rate into the queue when the aggregate input process is in the OFF  

    state 

 

Conventional Simulation model parameters (70 source multiplex): 

Voice source – 

 

Mean ON duration (exponentially distributed)  = 0.35 seconds 

Mean OFF duration (exponentially distributed) = 0.65 seconds 

Peak packet rate (R)          = 167 packets/s 

Packet size        =  48 bytes 

 

Accelerated Simulation model parameters (70 source multiplex): 

The accelerated simulation reduces 69 of the conventional ON/OFF sources to a single 

ON/OFF source for the background traffic and one conventional ON/OFF source 

represents the foreground traffic. 

 

For the background traffic the accelerated simulation model uses one ON/OFF source 

with adjusted ON (T(on)),  OFF (T(off)) exponentially distributed times, and packet 

generation rates of R(on)  and R(off).  Equations for T(on), T(off), R(on), and R(off) can be found 

in [SCH2000]. 
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New Parameters for the accelerated background source: 

T(on) = 0.057 seconds 

T(off) =0.0304 seconds 

R(on)  =5709.3 packets/s 

R(off) = 2962.52 packets/s 

 

It is clear from Figures 4-8(a) – 4-8(d) that this accelerated simulation technique 

appears to approach the theoretical linear decay rate faster than the conventional 

simulation. This is investigated further using the mean squared error results given in 

Table 4-5. Regression analysis is introduced to provide firm statistical analysis of the 

results. 
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Figure 4-8 (a) Waiting time distribution at a single packet switched buffer 
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Figure 4-8 (b) Waiting time distribution at a single packet switched buffer 
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Figure 4-8 (c)  Waiting time distribution at a single packet switched buffer 
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Figure 4-8 (d)  Waiting time distribution at a single packet switched buffer 
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4.6.3 Regression analysis of the 70 source multiplex 

 Regression analysis of the results presented in Figures 4-8(a) – 4-8(d) is now presented.  

Least-square fitting is a curve fitting method covered by the general term regression 

analysis and is used here to determine the best fit entirely by calculation.  The objective 

is to determine the relative merits of the conventional and the new accelerated 

simulation method in terms of the time it takes the simulation to reach steady state.  

Results have been obtained over a series of simulation runs of increasing duration as 

shown in Table 4-5. 

 

Decay Rate 

(AS) 

Standard 

Error (AS) 

Decay Rate 

(CS) 

 

Standard 

Error (CS) 

Simulation 

Duration 

(Seconds) 

0.97 0.000591 0.945 0.00146 30 

0.97 0.000246 0.968 0.000369 120 

0.98 0.000257 0.988 0.00029 300 

0.97 0.000241 0.991 0.00027 600 

0.98 0.000019 0.994 0.000042 3600 

 

 

Table 4-5  Regression Analysis using linear fit. 

Accelerated simulation (AS), Conventional Simulation (CS) 

 

 

Investigation of the advantages of using this accelerated simulation technique is now 

extended to the end-to-end delay simulation model. The end-to-end delay model chosen 
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consists of a multiplex of ‘N’ VoIP sources over a network of ‘B’ packet switched 

buffers.  The excessive simulation time associated with conventional simulation is 

highlighted in this model as the total number of ON/OFF ‘N’ sources is increased from 

70 (single packet switched buffer) to 700 sources in an end-to-end delay model where 

B=10.  Results are shown in Figure 4-9. 
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Figure 4-9 End-to-end delay Distribution 

The decay rate of the end-to-end delay distribution is clearly accurate for the accelerated 

simulation, however the conventional simulation flattens (noise) as the probability 

decreases suggesting insufficient simulation time has elapsed.  A simulation time of 1 

hour produced the results shown in Figure 4-9, but the actual real time for the 

simulation to complete was 35 hours 40 minutes for the conventional simulation and 30 

hours 11 minutes for the accelerated simulation.  To enforce the view that sufficient 

time has not elapsed for the conventional simulation results in Figure 4-9 to reach 

steady state the results for the waiting time distribution at a single packet switched 
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buffer for a 1 hour simulation are reviewed in Figure 4-8(d).  The conventional 

simulation has not yet reached steady state and this is confirmed by the higher standard 

error results of the conventional simulation as opposed to the accelerated simulation 

shown in Table 4-5.  The discrepancy is further exacerbated when we extend the 

simulation over a network of 10 buffers and 700 ON/OFF sources.  

 

4.6.4 Accelerated Simulation of the Weighted Round Robin Scheduling scheme 

In this section we now apply the accelerated simulation technique to a scheduler 

operating the Weighted Round Robin (WRR) scheme.  To enable service providers to 

offer different levels of service, vendors such as Cisco, now offer a range of QoS 

enabled routers/switches with priority scheduling capable of traffic differentiation. In 

the Catalyst range of switches, used in VoIP technology, the scheduler process can use a 

variety of methods to service each of the transmit queues (voice and data). The easiest 

method is a Round-Robin (RR) algorithm, which services queue 1 through queue ‘N’ in 

a sequential manner.  This is a simple and efficient method that can be used for branch 

office switches.  Distribution Layer switches use a Weighted Round-Robin (WRR) 

algorithm in which higher priority traffic is given a scheduling “weight” [CIS2002]. 

 

The Weighted Round Robin (WRR) scheduling scheme  was chosen as a result of the 

positive results reported from industry as outlined in the previous paragraph and WRR 

is  a relatively simple solution (compared to Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ)) to 

implement.  The WRR scheduling scheme provides isolation between individual 

sessions (an aggregation of flows with similar QoS requirements) which is necessary to 

provide various degrees of assurance on the end-to-end delay experienced by packets. 
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In WRR each queue is assigned a weight (Wn) proportional to the bandwidth that is 

assigned to it.  The scheduler services Wn packets from queue n for each visit.  In the 

event of the server scheduling the service of a packet from an empty queue, the server 

automatically returns to service the highest priority queue for which packets are in the 

buffer.  

 

The study is now expanded to a network of buffers. 

Only the foreground traffic (one ON/OFF source) travels through successive queues as 

shown in Figure 4-10, background traffic (nine on-off sources in queue 0 (high priority), 

ten on-off sources in queue 1(low priority)) provides the required load on the buffer and 

is discarded after each stage. 

Node 0

Ton Toff

X
if  X =0

Ton Toff

Ton Toff

Ton Toff

Node 1

Node n

Foreground traffic

Foreground traffic

 

Figure 4-10 The Weighted Round Robin model. 
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Simplification of the end-to-end delay analysis is achieved by treating each queue in the 

WRR scheme as a FIFO queue with the service rate adjusted to replicate the WRR 

scheduling behaviour.  Parameters for the WRR simulation model are given in Figure 4-

11, and validation of this method is shown in Figure 4-12.  Figure 4-12 presents the 

results of two simulations, the first simulation using WRR scheduling and secondly a 

corresponding simulation using FIFO scheduling with a compensated service rate. 

 

Our objective is to prove that the latter is an excellent approximation to the former, and 

again accelerates our simulation studies. 

 

 

Queue 0 (high priority) 

Queue 1 (low priority) 

584.46 pkts/s 

584.46 pkts/s 

687.6 pkts/s 

687.6 pkts/s 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-11 Queue parameters for WRR simulation model 
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Scenario 1: Conventional WRR Scheduling 

Two multiplex’s of 10 ON/OFF VoIP sources provide the packet arrivals to the low and 

high priority buffers.  In the event of queue 1 being empty the WRR scheduler 

automatically serves queue 0. The conventional WRR simulation parameters are now 

presented.   

Total Scheduler Utilisation = 85.0
6.6876.687
46.58446.584

=
+
+  

Simulation model parameters: Buffer 0 and Buffer 1 

Voice source – 

 

Mean ON duration (exponentially distributed)     = 0.35 seconds 

Mean OFF duration (exponentially distributed)    = 0.65 seconds 

Peak packet rate (R) of each source         = 167 packets/s 

N (number of sources multiplexed into each buffer)   = 10 

Therefore: 

packets/s 687.6          rate service

85.0
5.584rate service

nUtilisatio
ratearrivalmean          rate service

packets/s 584.5  rate arrivalmean 

Nratepacket peak  )(factor activity   rate arrivalmean 

=

=

=

=

××= α
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Scenario 2 : Accelerated WRR simulation 

A single FIFO queue with an adjusted service rate (calculated as follows) is used to 

model the Conventional WRR scheduling scheme described in scenario 1. 

Find the actual utilisation of queue 0: 

spare capacity in queue 1 = service rate queue 1 – arrival rate queue 1 

    = 687.6 – 584.46 

   = 103.14 pkts/s 

 new service rate buffer 0  = service rate queue 0 + excess service rate queue 1   

 = 687.6 + 103.14  

= 790.74 pkts/s 

Utilisation of buffer 0   =
rateservice
rate arrival  

 = 
74.790
46.584  

 =  0.739 

  Adjusted service rate  = 790.74 pkts/s 

 

Figure 4-12 shows the results for the waiting time distributions of two simulations. The 

first simulation implements the conventional WRR scheduler with two buffers.  The 

second simulation implements the accelerated simulation with a single FIFO queue, 

with the adjusted service rate of 790.74 packets/sec. 

   

The wall-clock time is dramatically reduced as the event list is reduced, when modelling 

a WRR scheme with two queues as opposed to modelling the single FIFO with an 
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adjusted service rate as shown in Table 4-6. For the two scenarios given the time saving 

is as follows: 

 Simulation time Wall-clock time 

Conventional WRR 

Simulation 

2 hours 5 hours 19 mins 

Accelerated WRR 

Simulation 

2 hours 2 hours 38 mins 

 

Table 4-6 Comparison of conventional and accelerated simulation times 
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Figure 4-12 Comparison of WRR and FIFO with compensated service rate 
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From Figure 4-12 the comparison of the decay rates is good given that the time taken to 

complete the simulation has been approximately halved.  This has important 

consequences for the end-to-end delay model.  This validation allows the 

implementation of a simple FIFO scheduling scheme in the end-to-end delay model and 

yet retains an accurate representation of a WRR scheduling scheme.   

 

4.7  Decay rate verification using Little’s law 

As part of the verification process a new technique to predict the decay rate of the 

waiting time distribution was developed, and is now presented.  Interpretation of the 

burst-scale decay rate was initially based on visual assessment and with the aid of 

trendline options in the graphing tool. A more accurate method to estimate the burst-

scale decay rate using Little’s law has been developed in this verification work.  

 

The waiting time for a sample of packets numbered 12000-24000 was recorded, and the 

average waiting time was calculated using equation 4-1 with the results shown in Table 

4-7.  This sample was chosen deliberately to avoid the transient phase of the simulation.  

Steady state performance measurements are required and hence measurements which 

depend on the initial system state (transient measurements) are neglected.  Having 

obtained the average waiting time and with a known arrival rate to the buffer, 

application of Little’s law predicts the average number of packets in the buffer as 

follows.  

 

Average waiting time of a packet  =   12000T12000

1∑=i i      (equ 4-1) 

where 

Ti  is the delay of the ith  packet 
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For reasons already outlined, it was decided to use a similar network scenario with VoIP 

switches having a small number of input streams to demonstrate the use of the new 

decay rate prediction technique. 

 

The data in Table 4-7 is collected from a simulation experiment with a multiplex of 10 

homogeneous ON/OFF sources through a series of 10 buffers with a buffer utilisation of 

0.6.  The average waiting times are calculated for three sets of sampled data from 

simulation:  

1. sample one includes both cell-scale and burst-scale packets 

2.  sample two excludes the cell-scale packets based on finding the burst-scale 

threshold from simulation (see Figure 4-13)  

3.  sample three excludes the cell-scale packets based on finding the burst-sale 

threshold from theory (see equation 4-3).  The burst-scale threshold represents 

the number of packets in the buffer at the transition from cell-scale to burst-scale 

queuing.  The reason for excluding the cell-scale packets is explained later. 
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Node 

(1) 

Av. waiting time 

per packet (sec) 

incl. cell-scale 

packets 

(2) 

Av. Waiting time/pkt 

(sec) excluding cell -

scale packets 

based on burst-sale 

threshold from sim. 

(13 packets) 

(3) 

Av. Waiting time/pkt 

(sec) excluding cell-

scale packets 

based on burst-sale 

threshold from theory 

(4 packets) 

0 0.0051 0.0396 0.0264 

1 0.0059 0.0453 0.0298 

2 0.0052 0.0422 0.0272 

3 0.0058 0.0471 0.0306 

4 0.0056 0.0435 0.0285 

5 0.0054 0.0430 0.0276 

6 0.0051 0.0406 0.0268 

7 0.0054 0.0431 0.0278 

8 0.0061 0.0452 0.0302 

9 0.0057 0.0439 0.0296 

Total 0.0553 0.4339 0.2845 

 

 

 

Table 4-7 Average waiting time in a buffer 
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Waiting time averaged over 10 buffers = 0.0553/10 = 0.0055 seconds 

Column (1) Table 4-7 

Little’s Law  

L =λ W 

L = Average number of packets in the buffer 

λ = arrival rate of packets to the buffer  

W= Average time a packet waits in the queue 

   

L = 584.5 pkts/s ×  0.0055 sec 

L = 3.2 pkts 

As part of the verification process the result is compared with the decay rate from 

simulation plot : 

    Decay Rate (η)  = 0.96 

Average number of packets in the buffer (
η−

η
1

) = 24 packets  (see Appendix B) 

 

It can be seen that the number of packets in the buffer, from Little’s Law, is 3.2 packets, 

while the mean of the decay rate gives a much greater 24 packets in the buffer. Further 

investigation of the discrepancy between the number of packets in the buffer predicted 

from Little's’law and that predicted from taking the mean of the decay rate  resulted in a 

modification to the previous approach and proved to be more accurate and is presented 

in Sections 4.7.1 and 4.7.2. 
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4.7.1 Burst-scale threshold prediction from simulation 

As we are interested in the burst-scale decay rate packets experiencing, cell-scale 

queuing behaviour must be excluded when calculating the average waiting time. Figure 

4-13 introduces the burst-scale threshold, which represents the number of packets in the 

buffer when the transition from cell-scale to burst-scale congestion commences. For the 

purposes of the initial investigations the burst-scale threshold was taken from simulation 

as shown in Figure 4-14, it can also be found from theory as shown in Section 4.7.2. 
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Figure 4-13 Threshold for burst-scale congestion 
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Figure 4-14 Burst-scale threshold from the waiting time distribution (w(x)) 

for 10 ON/OFF VoIP sources, buffer utilisation 0.6. 

 

Burst-scale threshold from simulation (13 pkts) 

Waiting time (averaged over 10 buffers) = 0.4339/10 = 0.0434 seconds 

Column (2) Table 4-6 

L = 584.5 pkts/s ×  0.0434 sec 

L = 25.36 pkts 

 

Compared with the decay rate from simulation plot : 

Decay Rate (η)  = 0.96 

Average number of packets in the buffer (
η−

η
1

) = 24 packets   
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4.7.2 Burst-scale threshold prediction from theory 

In the previous section the burst-scale threshold was obtained from the simulation plot 

and found to be 13 packets (see figure 4-13). Having two equations to predict the cell-

scale and the burst-scale decay rate, allows the burst-scale threshold to be obtained as 

follows: 

 

x
22

x
1 ))(ηη(1)(η −=    (equ 4-2) 

 

where 

  is the cell-scale decay rate =1η

  is the burst-scale decay rate =2η

from equation 3-5 (cell-scale decay rate) 

   403.0η1 =

from equation 5-3 

  0.975η2 =  

solving for x in equation 4-2 

 

the burst-scale threshold is 4 packets 

Therefore excluding cell-scale packets with a delay less than 4 timeunits (packets) the 

average waiting time over 10 buffers is found from simulation (Table 4.4,column 3).
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Burst-scale threshold from theory (4 pkts) 

Waiting time (averaged over 10 buffers) = 0.2845/10 = 0.0284 seconds 

Column (3) Table 4-6 

L   = 584.5 pkts/s ×  0.0284 sec 

L   = 16.6 pkts 

 

Compared with the decay rate from simulation plot : 

Decay Rate (η)   = 0.96 

Average number of packets in the buffer (
η−

η
1

)  = 24 packets   

 

The difference between the average number of packets in the buffer using the burst-

scale threshold from theory and that predicted from the mean of the decay rate is seven 

packets.  One explanation for this is that the transition between the cell-scale decay-rate 

and the burst scale decay rate is not clearly defined as can be seen in Figure 4.13 it 

would appear that the method shown in section 4.8.2 predicts the number of packets in 

the buffer at the lower end of the transition between the two decay rates.  The burst-

scale threshold is taken from simulation at the upper end of the transition between the 

two decay rates in section 4.8.1 and gives 25.36 packets in the buffer compared with the 

24 packets predicted from the mean of the decay rate. 

 

This approach of using Little’s law to find the average number of packets in the buffer, 

can in turn be used to approximate the decay rate of the waiting time distribution.  
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Chapter 5: Applicability to VoIP multiplexers 

 

5.1 Overview 

This chapter presents the development of the small ‘N’ formula and aims to give a 

practical example of where this research has value. Firstly a review of the current 

developments in Enterprise networking  is presented.  

 

A review of the literature [VER99] suggests that current SLA dimensioning practices 

rely on traditional teletraffic theory, i.e. queuing analysis based on the M/M/1 model. 

The limitations of the M/M/1 are acknowledged in the literature related to SLA 

dimensioning as follows [VER99]:  

 

“Use the M/M/1 model to determine the delays in the network, but multiply all delays 

and loss factors by a “fudge factor” (for example, double all the delays) to account for 

the assumptions in the model that are unrealistic”. 

 

The work on dimensioning Service Level Agreements developed in this thesis is an 

improvement on current techniques available as outlined in the previous paragraph. 

 

5.2 M/D/1 and M/M/1 Queuing models 

Kendall’s notation (i.e. A/B/X) is used to specify a form of queue and thereby its 

analysis as follows [PIT2000]: 

A specifies the inter-arrival time distribution  

B specifies the service time distribution 
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X specifies the number of service channels 

For example in the M/D/1 queue the packet arrival distribution is represented by a 

Poisson process (M) i.e. negative exponential inter-arrival times, the service time is 

always the same (for a fixed packet size) and the 1 indicates one server.  The Poisson 

process is a special case of a Markov process, and instead of specifying a time interval 

between arrivals it counts the number of arrivals in a time interval.  The advantage of 

the M/M/1 and the M/D/1 queuing models is their simplicity, for example (provided 

there is no feedback) the departure process from a stable single server M/M/1 queue 

with arrival and service rates λ and μ  respectively, is a Poisson process with rate λ 

[HAV98].  This is especially useful in a network of queues as the input process to 

successive queues remains Poisson distributed, simplifying the end-to-end delay 

analysis.  This form of queuing network is not used in this thesis as it would be 

unrealistic for IP networks and ON/OFF sources. 

 

The Poisson model is effective in modelling user-initiated events such as TCP session 

arrivals, or remote logins and file transfer.  However the inaccuracies of the M/M/1 

model arises as much of the traffic on data networks is machine generated by 

applications such as Simple Message Transfer Protocol (SMTP) for email and other 

network control traffic such as routing updates which generate bursty non-Poisson like 

arrivals.  So the ON/OFF traffic model is used instead. 

 

5.3 Analysis of local Internet /enterprise VoIP networking multiplexer 

 Most of the queuing analysis that are being used as design guides in networking have 

been developed on the presumption of multiplexing (i) a very large number of sources 

or (ii) a single source.  In this work a solution has been developed and published 
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[STEW 2000] oriented towards the multiplexing of a small number of sources (small 

‘N’ formula) so that we can consider the effect of buffering Voice over IP in a local, 

enterprise style network. 

  

Previously published solutions (large ‘N’ formula, see equation 3-6 section 3.8.3) for 

packet multiplexing fail when the number of sources is not large.  An example of this is 

shown in Figure 5-1. 
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Figure 5-1 Comparison of overflow probability using two different solutions for a 

multiplex of 10 ON/OFF sources at buffer utilisation 0.8 
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Conventional Simulation model parameters (10 source multiplex): 

Voice source – 

 

Mean ON duration (exponentially distributed)  = 0.35 seconds 

Mean OFF duration (exponentially distributed) = 0.65 seconds 

Peak packet rate (R)          = 167 packets/s 

Packet size        =  48 bytes 

Number of sources (N)      = 10 

 

The analysis reduces the multiplex of a small ‘N’ ON/OFF sources to a single aggregate 

ON/OFF input process with modified parameters (see equation 3-6).  However unlike 

previous work oriented towards a large number of sources we here achieve 

parameterisation of the aggregate queuing system by adjusting only the output rate. 

The results in Figure 5-1 represent Q(x) which is defined as : 

Q(x) =Pr {packet needs a buffer}.  xη

The theoretical results are taken from equation 5-3 first produced in [STEW2000] 

C’ = the equivalent output rate of the aggregate queuing system in packets/s 

ρ = utilisation 

η = decay rate of the burst scale state probabilities 

T(on) = mean ON time of any input line 

T(off) = mean OFF time of any input line 

R = the packet rate of a source during its on period 

Buffer utilisation (ρ) = 
(C)rateService
ratearrivalMean  
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with: 

Mean arrival rate = peak rate ‘R’ ×  activity factor ×  N 

Activity factor =
)off(T)on(T

)on(T
+

 

therefore: 

)off(T)on(T

)on(T
'C

R

+
=ρ           (equ  5-1) 

transposing: 

)off(T)on(T

)on(TR

'C
+

ρ=                 (equ  5-2) 

Modifications to equation 3-6 (section 3.8.3) given that our aggregation is for a small 

number of sources:        

3)5(equ
1))T(off)(C'

))T(off)(C'
1))C'T(on)(R

)C'T(on)(Rη −⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
+

÷⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
+−

−
=

               

Table 5-1 compares the accuracy of the decay rate prediction using equation 5-3 (small 

‘N’ formula), equation 3-6 (large ‘N’ formula) and simulation results for a range of 

buffer utilisations using a multiplex of 10 ON/OFF VoIP sources. 

Buffer Utilisation 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

Large ‘N’ Formula 0.982 0.991 0.998 1 

Small ‘N’ Formula 0.975 0.984 0.99 0.995 

Simulation 0.96 0.981 0.985 0.996 

 

Table 5-1 The Decay rate of the waiting time distribution for a Multiplex of 10 

ON/OFF VoIP sources 
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Decay rates for 0.6 and 0.9 buffer utilisation presented in Table 5-1 are selected for 

graphical representation in Figure 5-2.  This graphical representation demonstrates the 

improvement in the new small ‘N’ formula over the large ‘N’ formula for a small 

multiplex of sources. 
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Figure 5-2 Comparison of the decay rate (from Table 5.1) of the waiting time 

distribution (the constant multiplier (see section 3.8.6)) is omitted for clarity 

 

Table 5-2 compares the accuracy of the decay rate prediction using equation 5-3 (small 

‘N’ formula), equation 3-6 (large ‘N’ formula) and simulation results for a range of 

buffer utilisations using a multiplex of 10 ON/OFF data sources. 
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Buffer Utilisation 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 

Large ‘N’ Formula 0.991 0.996 0.999 1 

Small ‘N’ Formula 0.996         0.997 0.998 0.999 

Simulation 0.987 0.994 0.995 0.998 

 

Table 5-2 The Decay rate of the waiting time distribution for a Multiplex of 10 

ON/OFF Data sources. 

 

The parameters for the VoIP and data sources are given in Table 5-3.  The chosen 

parameters for the “voice” ON/OFF sources are widely used in the literature, while 

those of the “data” were chosen to reflect the behaviour of data sources that are bursty 

with a high peak rate and long mean OFF durations [AWAD2000].  These bursty 

sources are potentially the most difficult for networks to cope with. 

 

Voice- 

mean ON duration 

mean OFF duration 

Peak rate 

 

0.35 seconds 

0.65 seconds 

167 packets/s 

Data- 

mean ON duration 

mean OFF duration 

Peak rate 

 

0.5 seconds 

1.9 seconds 

1000 packets/s 

 

Table 5-3 Simulation parameters for the multiplex of ON/OFF sources 
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The change in the decay rate of the waiting time distribution with the buffer utilisation 

was shown in Figure 5-2, now shown in Figure 5-3 is the change in the decay rate as the 

multiplex increases in size. It can also be seen from Figure 5-3 that the probability that a 

packet needs burst-scale buffer storage  (constant multiplier see (section 3.8.6) also 

called the burst-scale loss factor [PIT2000]) reduces with the increase in the multiplex 

size although the buffer utilisation remains constant.  This can be explained by the 

increased statistical multiplexing gain achieved as the multiplexer increases in size. This 

burst-scale loss factor can be calculated using excess-rate queuing theory and an 

example is shown in Appendix C.  The statistical multiplexing gain of homogeneous 

ON/OFF sources is examined in some detail in [ROB91b].  The analysis in [ROB91b] 

with multiplexer sizes of 100 ON/OFF sources showed the admissible load in the 

asymptotic region is about 55%, while for 10 ON/OFF sources the corresponding figure 

is less than 8%. 
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Figure 5-3 The waiting time distribution for a range of multiplex sizes 
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We conclude the analysis by showing the accuracy of the small ‘N’ formula in Figure 5-

4 for a multiplexer size of 10 VoIP sources. Also shown for comparison is the large ‘N’ 

formula which, is suitable for a multiplexer with a larger number of input streams.  The 

results are based on a buffer utilisation of 0.8. 
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Figure 5-4 The Decay rate of the waiting time distribution (w(x)) for a multiplex 

of 10 and 100 VoIP traffic sources. 
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Chapter 6: End-to-end Delay Analysis 

 

6.1 Overview 

The new results presented in Chapter 5 demonstrated the accuracy of the decay rate 

analysis for the prediction of packet delay distributions at single buffers. This chapter 

extends this work to the end-to-end delay analysis in a service providers VoIP network, 

with results presented focusing on the tail of probability distributions. 

 

The main contribution of the research presented in this thesis is developed in this 

chapter by demonstrating the limitations of the large ‘N’ formula (equation 3-6) when 

applied to a small Internet/enterprise multiplexer.  This work proceeds to successfully 

use the new small ‘N’ formula (equation 5-3) to predict the end-to-end delay 

distributions for a range of networks.  The accuracy of the new small ‘N’ formula is 

demonstrated by comparing predicted end-to-end delay results with results from a 

simulation model of a service provider’s domain.  

 

In order to extend the analysis from a single buffer to a network of buffers, convolution 

is used to combine the waiting time distributions.  Convolution is suggested in the 

literature [APP97] as an effective technique to combine delay distributions from 

individual buffers (where independence can be assumed) in a network to produce the 

end-to-end delay distribution.  The work in [APP97] is based on a simulation model of a 

number of ATM switches in tandem. The simulation model is based on a switch used in 

British Telecommunications (BT’s) public ATM service. The simulation model is 

validated by comparing its predictions with measurements in a single, captive (real) 
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switch [APP97]. Studies comparing empirical end-to-end delay distributions with 

results obtained from convolution (carried out in ATM networks) conclude “that 

detailed modelling of only two switches along the path through a network, the network 

ingress switch and any internal switch, is sufficient to enable construction by 

convolution of a good approximation to the end-to-end distribution of delay” [APP97]. 

 

Two switches are required in the scenario referenced in [APP97] as traffic shaping is 

performed at the network ingress node, resulting in a different waiting time distribution 

at the ingress node than for the internal network nodes.  The end-to-end simulation 

model developed in this thesis uses the large buffer approach [STEW2001c] where 

traffic is transmitted into the network without incurring any delays due to smoothing, 

and the end-to-end delay budget is allocated to queuing delays inside the network’s 

buffers.  Provided the load on the network is uniformly distributed, a simulation model 

of a single isolated buffer from which the waiting time distribution can be found enables 

the end-to-end delay distribution to be predicted using convolution. 

 

End-to-end delay analysis for networks exhibiting only cell-scale behaviour is given in 

Appendix D.  A closed form expression based on convolution is discussed which has 

been shown to accurately produce the end-to-end delay distribution under certain 

network conditions [PIT2001].  Appendix D concludes with a comparison of the 

author’s simulation results and theoretical results found using excess-rate queuing 

theory.  Section 6.2 now extends the previously published work shown in Appendix D 

with an in-depth investigation of networks operating under burst-scale congestion and 

demonstrates the accuracy of the new small ‘N’ formula.  
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6.2 Burst-Scale end-to-end delay analysis 

 Some changes when moving from cell-scale to burst-scale queuing are now 

highlighted.  A number of challenges in the modelling process are apparent when 

moving from an analysis of networks with small buffers (<100 packets) as shown in 

Appendix D, to networks catering for traffic typically found on service providers VoIP 

networks. 

• The number of connections maybe as few as 8 for VoIP switches [VEGA2001] as 

opposed to 30,000 in traditional ATM switches 

• More parameters (T(on), T(off), burst length,) are required to model the sources as 

the network performance relies on traffic characteristics resulting from the nature of 

the ON/OFF connections, e.g. the slope of the burst scale component decreases as 

the variance of the burst length increases [ROB96].  Simulation results obtained 

during the course of this work are shown in Appendix E, and illustrate the impact of 

the traffic variance on buffer congestion for traffic with the same mean arrival rate. 

 

• Traffic models with Poisson arrivals and deterministic service disciplines can be 

used to model VoIP traffic (M/D/1 analysis). However voice sources using activity 

detection for improved efficiency do not send packets during the silent period and 

therefore will be more accurately modelled using ON/OFF traffic models. 
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6.2.1 End-to-end delay analysis of a Service Provider domain 

The network model developed for this burst-scale end-to-end delay analysis is based on 

the model shown in Figure 6-1.  The core network (8 buffers in series (only 2 buffers 

shown for clarity)) is modelled at 14%  buffer utilisation, while the ingress and egress 

switches are modelled at 80% utilisation, based on current traffic loads in typical service 

provider domains as suggested by [CIS2001c]. 

 

Core
Network

Access
Network

Access
Network

14% Utilisation

Congestion
“Hot Spot”
 80% Utilisation  

 

Figure 6-1 Access and core network 

The end-to-end simulation results are compared with results derived from the excess-

rate queuing analysis.  The excess-rate queuing analysis is used to predict the decay rate 

(η) of the waiting time distribution at an individual buffer as shown in Chapter 5, and 

the distributions w(x), wn(x) and ultimately Qn(x) are found as follows: 

• w(x) = Pr{a customer waits x time units in a buffer} 

and 

w(x) =   (see Chapter 3, section 3.8.6) x)(1 ηη−

η is derived from equation 5-3 the small ‘N’ formula or equation 3-6 the large ‘N’ 

formula (see Table 5-1 for the decay rate for a range of buffer utilisations) 
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•   the n-fold convolution of  the w(x) distribution is used to find wn(x) 

     where ‘n’ is the number of buffers/switches on the end-to-end path 

wn(x) = Pr{a customer has a total wait of x time units across a network of  n 

buffers} 

•   and Qn(x) =      (equ 6-1) ∑−
=

x

0i
n )x(W1

Qn(x) = Pr{a customer has a total wait of  > x time units across a network of n          

   buffers} 

 

6.2.1.1  End-to-end delay analysis for the large VoIP networking multiplexer 

End-to-end delay results from simulation are presented for a large multiplex (70) of  

homogeneous ON/OFF sources using the network model shown in Figure 6-1.   The 

results of the simulation are compared with the end-to-end delay results obtained using 

the large ‘N’ formula in Figure 6-2.  This work again validates the large ‘N’ formula as 

an accurate method which can enable the end-to-end delay distribution to be predicted 

for a large multiplex of sources.  The small ‘N’ formula is less accurate for a large 

multiplex of sources as expected. 
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Figure 6-2  The end-to-end delay distribution (Qn(x)) for a large multiplex 

(70sources) of homogeneous ON/OFF VoIP sources for the network shown in 

Figure 6-1 

 

Simulation model scenario – 

• number of buffering stages (Sj)   =10 

• buffer utilisation        = S1, S10  : 80%, and  S2- S9 : 14% 

• number of sources multiplexed together (N) = 70 

• for each individual source Ton = 0.35 seconds, Toff =0.65 seconds, h=167 packets per 

second 
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6.2.1.2 End-to-end delay analysis for the small VoIP networking multiplexer 

In this section the limitations of the large ‘N’ formula when the multiplex is small are 

demonstrated end-to-end in Figure 6-4 while the accuracy of the small ‘N’ formula is 

clearly illustrated. 

 

The procedure for obtaining the end-to-end delay results (Qn(x)) is now presented where  

Qn(x) = Pr{a packet has a total wait of > x timeslots across a network of n buffers} 

 

• the wn(x) results are obtained, by measuring the decay rate (η) of the w(x) 

distribution (or the small ‘N’ formula can be used to find η)   

• convolving as shown in section 6.2.1.   

 

The wn(x) results for the  network shown in Figure 6-1 are shown in Figure 6-3.  

These are then used to find Qn(x) (see equation 6-1, section 6.2.1).   
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Figure 6-3  The tail of the end-to-end delay distribution (wn(x)) for a multiplex of 

10 ON/OFF sources, for the network model shown in Figure 6-1 

 

Simulation model scenario – 

• number of buffering stages (Sj)   =10 

• buffer utilisation        = S1, S10  : 80%, and  S2- S9 : 14% 

• number of sources multiplexed together (N) = 10 

• for each individual source Ton = 0.35 seconds, Toff = 0.65 seconds, h =167 packets 

per second 

 

The noise at the tail of the distribution shown in Figure 6-3 is in line with end-to-end 

delay distribution results presented in [KUR93], and rather than clip the data it was 

considered more important to show the magnitude of the low probability delays. 
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The limitations of the large ‘N’ formula are highlighted in Figure 6.4 showing the Qn(x) 

end-to-end delay distribution far in excess of that obtained from simulation, however 

the greater accuracy of the small ‘N’ formula is very clear. 
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Figure 6-4  The end-to-end delay distribution (Qn(x)) for a small multiplex (10) of 

homogeneous ON/OFF VoIP sources for the network model shown in Figure 6-1 

 

Simulation model scenario – 

• number of buffering stages (Sj)   =10 

• buffer utilisation        = S1, S10  : 80%, and  S2- S9 : 14% 

• number of sources multiplexed together (N) = 10 

• for each individual source Ton = 0.35 seconds, Toff =0.65 seconds, h=167 packets per 

second 
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Figure 6.5 extends the end-to-end delay study to a worst case scenario where the core 

network (of the model shown in Figure 6.1) has the buffer utilisation increased from 

14% to 80%.  The simulated end-to-end delay distribution results (Qn(x)) are compared 

with theoretical results which use the new small ‘N’ formula (equation 5-3) and the 

original large ‘N’ formula (equation 3-6) to predict the decay rate (η) of the waiting 

time distribution (w(x)). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-5 The end-to-end delay distribution (Qn(x)) for a multiplex of 10 ON/OFF 

VoIP sources from the network model in Figure 6-1 with the load evenly 

distributed across the 10 nodes at 80% utilisation. 
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Simulation model scenario – 

• number of buffering stages (Sj)   =10 

• buffer utilisation        = S1 - S10 :  80% 

• number of sources multiplexed together (N) = 10 

• for each individual source Ton = 0.35 seconds, Toff =0.65 seconds, h=167 packets per 

second 

 

The results in Figure 6-5 demonstrate the accuracy of the new small ‘N’ formula 

developed in this research.  The large ‘N’ formula is not suited to the model under 

investigation as the multiplex is small, which is highlighted in the over estimation of the 

delay experienced by packets.  The convolution process magnifies any discrepancies in 

the decay rate of the waiting time distribution (w(x))(see table 5-1), hence the critical 

need for the new formula to accurately predict the decay rate in the case of the small 

local Internet VoIP networking multiplexer. 

 

Another application of this work is given in Appendix F, which discusses how it might 

apply to dimensioning of SLAs.  Results of this study were presented in [STEW2001c] 

and Marconi Communications are interested in this work. 
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Chapter 7: Discussion 

 

In proposing the small ‘N’ formula and convolution as a practical method to analyse the 

end-to-end delay in enterprise VoIP networks, a number of areas are addressed: the 

accuracy, complexity and timing for the introduction of this technique. 

 

The accuracy of the small ‘N, formula is assessed by comparing with end-to-end delay 

results from simulation and with results from the analysis using the large ‘N’ formula. 

If the simulation model is to be used to assess the accuracy of the small ‘N’ formula the 

model must first be thoroughly verified.  A methodical process of verification of the 

simulation model is outlined in Chapter 4, starting with the single ON/OFF voice source 

verification and extending to the end-to-end verification.  Initial verification of the 

model showed the decay rate of the waiting time distribution compares favourably with 

the predicted decay rate using excess-rate queuing theory and is shown in  

Table 4-1under various buffer loading.   

 

In Chapter 4 end-to-end model verification is achieved by comparing results with the 

work of Kurose [KUR 93].  The work presented in [KUR93] not only proved invaluable 

for the model verification process, but also highlighted the limitations of a deterministic 

approach to bounding the delay.  Results shown in [KUR93] indicate that the point at 

which the tail of the delay distributions becomes very small is often quite far from the 

worst case delay predicted by the three deterministic methods examined.  For example, 

at utilisation’s up to 98.2% the 10-5 value of the delay distribution obtained via 

simulation is 12 ms or less, whereas the upper bounds on delay vary between 81.3 ms 
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for WFQ and a 622.5 ms bound for FCFS.  The deterministic approach must account for 

the worst case scenario such as all the ON/OFF sources simultaneously being in the ON 

state, and although this has the benefit of offering stringent delay guarantees, the 

predicted network utilisation is restrictively low.  It is suggested in [KUR93] that, in a 

particular case, deterministic delay bounds cannot be computed for link utilisations 

greater than 35.1%. 

 

Problems highlighted at the model verification stage of the research included the 

interpretation of the burst-scale decay rate from the graph of the waiting time 

distribution. A literature review suggested that the waiting time distribution at an 

individual buffer should form a straight line when plotted on a log-linear graph for a 

multiplexer of ON/OFF sources (with ON and OFF durations exponentially distributed).   

Interpretation of the burst-scale decay rate was initially based on visual assessment and 

with the aid of trendline options in the graphing tool.  An alternative method designed to 

determine the burst-scale decay rate of the waiting time distribution based on Little’s 

law was successfully developed as outlined in Section 4.7 and has evolved into a 

separate research project as detailed in the future work section (Chapter 8).  

 

On the validity of the Simulation model, we note that the ON/OFF source model is well 

documented in the literature for voice traffic, less obvious is the choice of the ON/OFF 

model for the background traffic.  The role of the background traffic is to control the 

load on the buffers whilst randomly varying the delay experienced by foreground 

packets.  ON/OFF sources were chosen to represent the background traffic in the 

simulation model as their behaviour represents a good ‘likeness’ to that portrayed by 
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Internet traffic as shown in Figure 3-6.  Also the background traffic may be VoIP, hence 

the choice of the ON/OFF model. 

 

Related research examining delay in IP networks using Pareto distributed ON and OFF 

durations has begun and will benefit from the range of experiments documented in this 

thesis.  Pareto distributions are representative of traffic exhibiting long range 

dependence, known to exist in Internet and LAN traffic.  

 

In hindsight the design of the simulation model was very important for the development 

of the research.  The end-to-end simulation model implemented in OPNET was 

designed from the outset to be scalable, in the number of buffering stages and in the 

multiplexer size.  Designing the simulation model to be scalable and configurable at 

simulation run time reduced the possibility of introducing errors, at the expense of 

model complexity. For example OPNET, the simulation tool, allows a parent and child 

process relationship, and for each call setup a child process is automatically spawned. 

This parent and child relationship allows the modification of a single model parameter 

when moving from a small multiplex (10 users) to a large multiplex (100 users), making 

the simulation model flexible and easy to reconfigure and ultimately reduces the 

possibility of introducing errors.  The only limitations on the multiplexer size which can 

be configured using this parent and child model is the increasing processing overhead 

experienced as the multiplexer increases in size. 

 

An accelerated simulation technique introduced in Chapter 4 reduces the time taken for 

the simulation model to reach steady state by compressing the model from a large 

number of ON/OFF sources to a single ON/OFF source with modified parameters.   
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Reducing the model to a single ON/OFF source reduces the time to reach steady state as 

the number of states is reduced to two as opposed to 2N where N is the number of 

sources in the multiplex.  A simulation is said to be in steady state, not when the 

performance measurements become constant, but when the distribution of the 

measurements become invariant with time [PITT93]. 

 

The accuracy (shown in Figure 4-8(d)) of this accelerated simulation technique for a 

multiplex of 100 ON/OFF sources suggests that this method could bring cost savings in 

processing time and financially as it simplifies and hence reduces the time to develop 

the software model. 

 

The main contribution of the thesis, the small ‘N’ formula, was presented in Chapter 5. 

Its simplicity and accuracy is now discussed and compared with the large ‘N’ formula.  

An aggregate equivalent output rate C’ is defined in the small ‘N’ formula and is used to 

parameterise the model in the most minimal way possible.  The input parameters for the 

output rate C’ are simply the peak rate, activity factor and the utilisation of the single 

source.  The small ‘N’ formula was shown in Chapter 5 to be more accurate than the 

large  ‘N’ formula  (over a range of buffer loading) for a multiplexer with a small 

number of traffic sources. 

 

The improved accuracy of the small ‘N’ formula over the large ‘N’ formula in 

predicting the decay rate of the waiting time distribution at an individual buffer was 

discussed in Chapter 5.  The improved accuracy obtained by using the small ‘N’ 

formula as opposed to the large ‘N’ formula is magnified by the convolution process in 

the end-to-end delay study and can be seen in Figure 6-5. 
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Fast and reasonably accurate methods for finding the end-to-end delay distributions 

which operate over a range of network loading such as the small ‘N’ formula are more 

beneficial to network operators facing the current challenges of providing statistical 

QoS guarantees as opposed to highly accurate more complex queuing analysis which 

may only operate under heavy traffic conditions.  For example the traffic on modern 

networks is dynamically changing with the introduction of new applications (video-on-

demand, distributed games, distance learning etc.) and new network technologies 

(VoIP) have changed the traffic engineering requirements. 

 

For network operators intent on relying on the M/M/1 queuing analysis this research has 

highlighted the discrepancies particularly when small Internet multiplexers are involved. 

In Appendix F guidelines are provided for network operators in the form of 

policing/admission control thresholds to prevent a breach of SLA.   

 

The limitations of both the large and small ‘N’ formulae maybe that prior knowledge of 

the number of users and their traffic profile is required. However in existing networks 

some of this information should be available for charging purposes.  Alternatively 

information can be collected by monitoring the network, the advantage of the small and 

large ‘N’ formulas and convolution for obtaining the end-to-end delay distribution is 

that, provided the load on the network is relatively evenly distributed, monitoring only 

one node (or two if traffic shaping at the ingress is used) is sufficient. 

 

The timing of this work is now discussed in relation to the current trends in industry 

where the convergence of voice and data onto a single multi-service network, service 

differentiation and more detailed SLAs,  have become important.  The main advantage 
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of having a single unified network for both voice and data is the cost savings in terms of 

hardware and maintenance.  However intelligent scheduling mechanisms are required to 

provide virtual buffer management and partitioning. Practical methods are required to 

dimension these service partitions and virtual buffer sizes, for efficient network 

utilisation rather than simply over provisioning.  The analysis and simulation results 

presented in this thesis have shown the effectiveness of the small ‘N’ formula for 

predicting the delay distribution for small Internet multiplexers, and this should prove 

particularly important for the provisioning of real time delay sensitive services such as 

telephony and voice/video applications. 

 

Service differentiation allows service providers to offer a range of services to their 

customers with varying degrees of QoS or no guarantees as is the case with the 

traditional best effort service.  This range of services should allow the provider to 

generate more revenue, however more complex SLAs are required to assess the level of 

service provided.  An example of such enhanced SLAs is provided by UUNET with an 

average monthly latency of no more than 85ms roundtrip within the UUNET backbone 

in the U.S. guaranteed [VER99].  This form of SLA allows the service provider to 

differentiate their service offerings among competitors and also should provide the 

customer with an unambiguous service guarantee.  

 

Currently these SLAs are dimensioned using M/M/1 queuing models, however  

simulation results presented in Appendix F highlight the failure of this model if the 

multiplex is small (less than 100 users).  Accurate dimensioning of the SLAs is 

important as a breach of the agreement may have financial implications.  The alternative 

is to use the small ‘N’ formula to accurately dimension the SLAs, this method has been 
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shown in Figure 6.5 to overestimate the delay by less than one order of magnitude for a 

worst case scenario of a typical access and core network.  This slight overestimation is 

beneficial as it compensates for any assumptions perhaps overlooked in the simulation 

model.  The predicted growth in VoIP as shown in Figure 7-1 suggests a timely 

introduction of this work.  The small ‘N’ formula is suitable for the queuing analysis, 

due to the shift in network design associated with the small VoIP switches (virtual 

PBX’s with as few as 8 users) replacing large ATM switches with as many as 30,000 

users. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7-1 Projected growth in IP telephony [VEGA2000]* 

 

 

 

 

*The trend outlined here maybe affected by the current economic downturn. 
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Chapter 8: Future Work and Conclusions 

 

The research undertaken discovered that previously published solutions (the large ‘N’ 

formula) for packet multiplexing are inaccurate when the number of sources is not large.  

A new solution (the small ‘N’ formula) has been developed and tested over a range of 

buffer loads and has proven to be more accurate for multiplexers with a small number of 

input streams.  Typical applications for the new small ‘N’ solution would be the 

dimensioning of buffers for VoIP multiplexers now being introduced with as few as 8 

connections [VEGA2001]. 

 

Alternatively dimensioning of SLAs based on an end-to-end delay bound can utilise the 

small ‘N’ formula to accurately predict the end-to-end delay distribution.  Applying an 

‘n’ fold convolution (where ‘n’ is the number of hops on the path) to the individual 

distribution has been found to provide an accurate representation of the end-to-end 

delay distribution by comparison with simulation results. 

 

A review of the literature suggests that many current SLA dimensioning practices use 

queuing analysis based on the M/M/1 model, and apply a fudge factor to account for the 

underestimation of the delay due to the assumptions in the model that are unrealistic.  

Traditional SLA dimensioning practices using the M/M/1 queuing model have been 

shown in this research to be extremely inaccurate for small Internet multiplexers.  In 

this research we examine, using simulation, the inaccuracies of the M/D/1 queuing 

model, in the case of a small VoIP  multiplexer and suggest possible traffic control 
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thresholds to prevent a breach of the SLA. A breach of the SLA can have serious 

financial implications for the network/service provider. 

8.1 Dimensioning of SLAs in IP networks 
 

The Limitations of the current SLA dimensioning practices were outlined in Chapter 5, 

guidelines for dimensioning SLAs applicable to enterprise networks are presented now 

based on simulation results.  The guidelines apply to service providers who continue to 

use the M/D/1 or M/M/1 model, and appreciate its simplicity while recognising its 

inherent limitations; results presented indicate the traffic control necessary to prevent a 

breach of a SLA. 

 

The potential problem facing service providers using the M/M/1 analysis for SLA 

dimensioning is the extra traffic control necessary to reduce the congestion at buffers 

handling bursty data traffic or VoIP traffic to prevent any breach of SLAs.  The 

implementation of some form of traffic control would reduce the decay rate for the 

ON/OFF sources to that of the Poisson model shown in Figure 8-1.  A guide for the 

extent of traffic control necessary is provided based on knowledge gained in this end-to-

end delay study. 
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Figure 8-1 End-to-end delay distribution for a network of 10 buffers 
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Results presented in Figure 8-2 show the decrease in decay rate achieved by limiting the 

number of users, a recommended buffer utilisation is then formulated based on 

comparison with the end-to-end delay distribution of traffic with a Poisson arrival 

distribution (M/D/1 model). Table 8-1 shows a recommended range of buffer utilisation 

under various network conditions. 

 

Our recommendations are then compared with traditional network dimensioning 

guidelines for a range of multiplex sizes as follows [HER2000]: 

Systems with few users need to be dimensioned for peak values; systems with many 

users need to be dimensioned for average values.  This allows a network to be used 

more efficiently as the number of users increases. 

 

This method provides only a rough guide for network administrators, the main problem 

is numerically defining few and many users. We use the simulation model to solve this 

problem and optimise the resource allocation when we have a medium size (40) 

multiplex of sources which is typical of  SMEs. 
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Network Dimensioning for a small multiplex of homogeneous ON/OFF VoIP 

sources 

 

• Network dimensioning based on peak-rate bandwidth allocation for a small number 

of users: 

Buffer Service rate    = 730.625 pkts/s (based on a buffer utilisation of                       

0.8 for 10 ON/OFF VoIP sources) 

Source peak-rate    = 167 packets/s 

Maximum number of sources  = 5.3
167

8.0625.730
=

× sources  

The number of sources allowed into the network is 3.5, this compares favourably 

with the results from simulation shown in Figure 8-2 

 

• Network dimensioning based on effective bandwidth  (Appendix A) for a small 

number of users: 

Buffer Service Rate   =730.625 pkts/s 

Source Effective bandwidth = 79.18 pkts/s 

Maximum number of sources = sources38.7
18.79

8.0625.730
=

×  

This method allows almost double the number of sources into the network and will 

cause a breach of the SLA (see figure 8-2). 
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Figure 8-2 End-to-end delay distribution for a multiplex of 10 homogeneous 

ON/OFF VoIP sources over 10 buffers 
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 Network dimensioning for a medium size multiplex of homogeneous ON/OFF 

VoIP sources 

• Network dimensioning based on peak-rate bandwidth allocation for a multiplex of 

40 sources: 

Buffer service rate    = 2922.5 pkts/sec   

(based on 80% buffer utilisation for 40 ON/OFF sources)                                                               

     Peak-rate    = 167 pkts/s 

Maximum number of sources = sources14
167

8.05.2922
=

×  

 

• Network dimensioning based on average-rate bandwidth allocation for a multiplex 

of 40 sources: 

Buffer service rate    =2922.5 pkts/s 

Average rate   = 58.45 pkts/s 

Maximum number of sources = sources40
45.58

8.05.2922
=

×  

 

• Network dimensioning based on the effective bandwidth for a multiplex of 40 

sources 

Buffer service rate   = 2922.5 pkts/s 

(based on 80% buffer utilisation for 40 sources) 

Source effective bandwidth = 79.18 pkts/s 

Maximum number of sources = sources52.29
18.79

8.05.2922
=

×  

 

 

 

• Network dimensioning based on simulation results for a multiplex of 40 sources: 

The maximum number of sources allowed into the network is 32 (see Figure 8-3) 
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Figure 8-3 End-to-end delay distribution for a medium size multiplex of 

homogeneous ON/OFF VoIP sources over 10 buffers 
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Network dimensioning for a large multiplex of homogeneous ON/OFF VoIP 

sources 

 

 

 

• Network dimensioning based on average-rate bandwidth allocation for a large 

multiplex (100) of homogeneous ON/OFF sources. 

Buffer Service Rate  = 7306.25 pkts/s 

Source average rate   =58.45 pkts/s 

Maximum number of sources = sources100
45.58

8.025.7306
=

×  

 

 

• Network dimensioning based on effective bandwidth allocation for a large 

multiplex (100) of homogeneous ON/OFF sources. 

Buffer Service Rate  = 7306.25 pkts/s 

Source Effective bandwidth  =79.18 pkts/s 

Maximum number of sources = sources73
18.79

8.025.7306
=

×  
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Figure 8-4 End-to-end delay distribution for a small, medium and large multiplex 

of homogeneous ON/OFF VoIP sources over 10 buffers 
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From Figure 8-4 the maximum number of sources allowed in the network is 100. 

Guidelines for the dimensioning of SLAs using the M/D/1 queuing analysis based on 

the end-to-end delay distribution results from simulation presented in this Chapter are 

summarised in Table 8-1. 

 
  

Number of Subscribers 
Recommended Maximum Buffer Utilisation 

(for up to 10 buffers in series) 

10 0.4 

40 0.64 

100+ 0.8 

 

Table 8-1 Guidelines for service providers offering end-to-end delay based SLAs 

dimensioned using the M/D/1 model. 

 
The results of this work on SLA dimensioning have been published in [STEW2001c]. 
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8.2 Conclusion 

Introduced in this thesis is the existing and recently developed network architectures 

and technologies including ATM, Integrated Services, Differentiated services, and 

MPLS.  Highlighted is the demand for improved QoS imposed by the new services now 

being planned and introduced.  The performance benefits and challenges associated with 

the technologies were presented.  

 

Delay and QoS issues directly related to improved network performance and the main 

problem of guaranteeing QoS end-to-end in a network for statistically multiplexed 

traffic was presented. A statistical service as opposed to the deterministic service is 

defined as the research topic in this thesis, as a result of a literature review by the author 

which suggests low network utilisation as the main drawback of the deterministic 

service.  Four methods were investigated in Chapter 3 which attempt to provide 

statistical delay bounds; effective bandwidth, effective envelope, rate envelope 

multiplexing and rate sharing.  The rate sharing model was chosen for the research work 

presented in this thesis. 

 

Outlined in Chapter 4 is the approach taken to tackle the problem of guaranteeing QoS 

to statistically multiplexed traffic as presented in Chapter 3, and the advantages and 

disadvantages of both simulation and analytical modelling are discussed.  The end-to-

end network simulation model is outlined, with excess-rate queuing and decay rate 

analysis presented and then used to verify the simulation model. The application of this 

research is made clear in Chapter 4 where the simulation model is tailored to re-evaluate 

the consequences of the shift from traditional networks with large switches (30,000 
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users) to the use of smaller VoIP switches (minimum 8 users), which are now becoming 

ubiquitous in Enterprise networks. 

 

A novel method  associated with simulation verification was developed during this 

research. This uses Little’s law to predict the decay rate of the waiting time distribution 

and is also outlined in Chapter 4 and verified by comparison with the traditional 

method.  Also in Chapter 4 the simulation model is verified end-to-end by comparing 

results obtained with that shown in [KUR93].  The limitations of the work shown in 

[KUR93] is highlighted, as here the background traffic is taken to be Poisson 

distributed, which is an oversimplification.     

 

Accelerated simulation is introduced as a means to alleviate the computational expense 

of packet level simulation.  This research uses simulation to verify, for the first time, the 

use of a new analytical technique which reduces the number of events which are 

processed, and hence decreases the time for the simulation to reach steady state.  This 

new accelerated simulation technique has overcome the problem associated with 

modelling aggregated cross-traffic on a large scale due to the prohibitive expense in 

terms of processing time recently outlined in [FLO2001].  

 

Two related research projects initiated recently benefit from, and expand the work 

presented in this thesis.  The first project expands the method developed in this thesis 

(see section 4.7) to predict the decay rate of the waiting time distribution using Little’s 

law.  The second research project investigates accurate traffic modelling for long range 

dependent (LRD) traffic. Correlation of the traffic for all timescales of sampling are a 

feature of LRD traffic [LELA94] and this exacerbates the congestion in buffers.  Studies 
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have shown that file sizes in IP networks are well represented by heavy tailed 

distributions (i.e. they follow power laws), resulting in LRD traffic behaviour.  

 

These heavy tailed distributions make the simulation more difficult as the traffic in 

theory has infinite variance (suggests increased computational expense) and hence more 

bursty traffic than the exponentially distributed ON/OFF sources used in this thesis.  In 

practice the use of heavy tailed distributions in ON/OFF source models results in 

occasionally having very long OFF periods giving the bursty traffic profile. 

 

The objective of this research is to develop an accelerated simulation technique, similar 

to the method introduced in this thesis but applicable to LRD traffic models. 

The successful development of these models should contribute to a better understanding 

of the behaviour of Internet traffic. 
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Appendix A 
  
Validation of the simulation queuing model using Equivalent Capacity (effective 

bandwidth) formula [ONV94]. 

 

The equivalent capacity for the single ON/OFF source is: 

y2

yX4)Xy(Xy
RC

2 ρ+−+−
=   

C = link speed 

R= peak bit rate of the connection 

b= average duration of the active period 

ρ= source utilisation (i.e. probability that the source is in an active state) 

X= the buffer size 

p= loss probability 

ε=  pρ

)1ln(
ε

=α  

y=αb(1-ρ)R 

 
Calculation of the equivalent bandwidth/link speed (C) from theory 

b=0.35 

ρ=0.35 
p = 0.77  (from Figure A-1) 

ε= = 0.2695 pρ

)1ln(
ε

=α  = 1.311 

y=αb(1-ρ)R = 49.81 

62.99
81.4935.0400)10081.49(10081.49

167C
2 ××+−+−

=  

C=79.18 packets/sec 

C (from simulation) = 73 packets/sec 
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Figure A-1 Waiting time distribution at a buffer 
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Appendix B 
 
Calculation of the mean of the waiting time distribution (w(x)) 
 

xη)(η)(1w(x) −=   (see section 3.8.6) 
 

The mean (E[x]): 
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Multiply both sides by  η
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Appendix C 
 
Calculation of the Burst-scale loss factor 
 
Chapter 4 identified two different buffer storage requirements, cell-scale queuing (of the 

order of tens of packets) and for burst-scale queuing (of the order of hundreds of 

packets).  Cell-scale queuing requires storage of packets which are in excess of the 

service-rate over a period of one timeunit, due to multiplexing.  Burst-scale queuing 

analyses the demand for storage over a number of timeunits and is caused by bursts of 

packets (packets in excess of the service rate are “excess-rate” packets) arriving at the 

buffer. 

 

Two factors of burst-scale queuing is identified in Figure C-1 the burst-scale delay 

factor and the burst-scale loss factor.  The probability that a packet is lost given that it 

needs the buffer is called the burst-scale delay factor.   The probability that an arriving 

packet is an excess-rate packet is the same as the probability that a packet needs burst-

scale storage and is called the burst-scale loss factor; this is found by considering how 

the input rate compares with the service rate of the buffer.  The example shown below 

demonstrates the accuracy of excess-rate queuing theory by finding the burst-scale loss 

factor for a multiplex of 10 ON/OFF VoIP sources, with the solution compared with 

simulation in  

C-1. 

 
Suppose we have N=10 packet voice sources, each producing packets at a rate of h 

=167 packets/s, when active into a buffer with service capacity C=730.625 packets/s. 

The mean time when active is Ton = 0.35 seconds and when inactive is Toff  = 0.65 

seconds, thus each source has on average, one active period every Ton + Toff =1 second. 

The rate at which these active periods arrive, from the population of N packet sources, 

is then 

 

10=
+

=
offon TT

NF active periods/sec 
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where F is the rate of flows arriving, we can find the overall mean load Ap, and the 

offered traffic, A, in erlangs. 

Ap=F t/s584.5packe1670.3510hTon =××=⋅⋅  

 

A= 5.335.010 =×=⋅ onTF erlangs 

And the maximum number of sources that can be served simultaneously without 

exceeding the buffer’s service rate is 

375.40 ==
h
CN  

Which needs to be rounded down to the nearest integer, i.e. .4=oN  Applying Erlang’s 

lost call formula. 

26027.0

!

!
0

0

0

0 ==

∑
=

N

r

r

N

r
A

N
A

B  

where B is the probability a call is blocked. The probability a call is delayed using 

Erlang’s waiting call formula. 

737.0
0

0 =
⋅+−

⋅
=

BAAN
BND  

 

The probability a packet is an excess-rate arrival (burst-scale loss factor) from [PIT 

2000] is then 
 

Pr{packet is an excess rate arrival} = 842.0=
−
⋅

pAC
Dh  

 

 

This compares favourably with results from simulation shown in C-1 giving the burst-

scale loss factor as 0.847 
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Figure C-1 The probability that the waiting time exceeds X time units 

for 10 ON/OFF VoIP sources, buffer utilisation 0.8 
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Appendix D  

 
 Cell-scale end-to-end delay analysis 
 
The method used in [PIT2001] approximates the tail of the Poisson arrival distribution 

as a geometrically distributed number of excess-rate packets, hence simplifying the 

analysis.  Firstly in [PIT2001] excess-rate queuing analysis is presented using the 

M/D/1 queue resulting in a solution for the decay rate (η) of the waiting time 

distribution at a single queue. 

( )
x

3
21exw ⎟

⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ λ⋅

−−≈ λ

    (equ D-1) 

where w(x) = Pr{a customer waits x time units in a buffer} 

Equation D-2 is developed by finding the waiting time distribution at a single node 

using a modified version of equation D-1 (because deviations are magnified by the 

convolution process), which results in a geometric distribution.  The auto convolution of  

geometric distributions results in the negative binomial distribution and further 

simplification using Stirling’s approximation results in the exponential approximation 

for Qn(x). 

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ⎭

⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

η−⋅−+η⋅+
+−⋅−−⋅−−+⋅−+

=
1ln1nlnx

1nln1nxlnx1nxln1nx
expxQn

  (equ D-2) 

 

where  

Qn(x) = Pr{ a customer has a total wait of > x time units across a network of n buffers} 

n is the number of buffers on the path on which the end-to-end delay is calculated 

η is the decay rate of the waiting time distribution at an individual buffer 

x  is the end-to-end waiting time in time units 
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End-to-end delay results shown in Figure D-1 obtained across a network of 10 buffers in 

end 

ffic with a 

 

 

series from simulation compare favourably with theoretical results from the n-fold 

convolution process, given the large number of buffers involved. The small end-to-

delay in Figure D-1 reflects the cell-scale behaviour, where the arrival rate exceeds the 

service rate only in the short term. 
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Figure D-1  The end-to-end delay distribution over 10 buffers for tra

Poisson  arrival distribution 
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Overview of the work of Kurose et al [KUR93]. 
ed results with those given 

 queueing delay distribution seen by 

 

f particular interest is the accurate modelling of the interfering traffic a session sees as 

riant of the 

 the 

he work of Kurose concluded that measuring single hop delay distributions, and 

ach 

econdly the problem with deterministic guarantees is that the necessary conditions to 

ds 

inally statistical QoS guarantees allow a user to select between several grades of QoS, 

Vewrification of the simulation model in section 4.5 compar

in [KUR93]. Additional information is now provided on the work of Kurose et al. The 

objective of the work in Kurose is as follows:  

The study examined the end-to-end and per-hop

individual sessions under simple FCFS multiplexing. A connection–oriented  network

model with traditional voice (ON/OFF) source model, as well as a variant of this model 

is considered.  

 

O

it progresses “deeper” into the network. Also examined is the sensitivity of these delay 

distributions to the manner in which the interfering traffic is modelled. 

To compare the work presented in this thesis with that of [KUR93] a va

traditional voice (ON/OFF) source model was implemented and is referred to as the

reduced OFF period source as outlined in section 4.5. The parameters of the ON/OFF 

source are now fixed at 352ms for the ON period and the OFF period is set to 200ms.  

The model now resembles a continuous packet rate source typical of real-time devices 

such as remote sensors. This model is referred to as the reduced OFF period model. 

 

T

convolving them to obtain end-to-end delay distributions might be promising appro

to providing approximations for different grades of QoS (in terms of delay). 

 

S

provide the guarantees (e.g. peak link utilisation not exceeding link capacity) may be 

unrealistic in a real network. For instance, using the standard voice model, delay boun

can not be computed for link utilisations greater than 35.1%. 

 

F

each with an associated probability that the QoS will be met during the call. 
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Appendix E 

aiting time distribution for bursty and non-bursty traffic sources 

Comparison of the waiting time distribution of a single bursty (ON/OFF) traffic source 

Figure E-1. The mean packet arrival rate 

 

Figure E-1 Waiting time distribution for bursty (ON/OFF) and non-bursty 

 

 

 

W
 

and a non-bursty (Poisson) source is shown in 

and utilisation are the same for both ON/OFF and Poisson sources.   The decay rate for 

the ON/OFF source is 0.989 while the decay rate for the Poisson traffic is 0.659, it is 

obvious from this comparison that buffer occupancy is higher for bursty sources.  Also 

illustrated in this example is the inability of a single traffic source characteristic such as

the mean rate to define the behaviour of the traffic. “In general, the variances as well as 

the means of the input distributions determine the output measures for queuing-type 

systems” [KLE96]. 
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(Poisson) traffic sources with the same mean packet arrival rate 
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Appendix F 
lation Package 

ed extensively by professionals within the 

lecommunications industry. Initially it requires a lot of time and effort to understand 

rs of 

PNET error 

otification 

Instruction /Process 

responsible 

Possible 

error 

Solution 

The Opnet Simu

 
OPNET is a network simulation tool, us

te

the many functions of OPNET, and the purpose of this section is to inform new use

a few of the pitfalls encountered during the process of this research work. 

 

 

O

n

Segmentation 

Violation 

Usually happens 

when creating a 

re not deleted at 

stination, leading to 

ckets at 

destination 

new packet e.g. 

Op_pk_create 

Packets a

the de

excess memory use.  

 

Delete pa

Bus_error record 

formation e.g. 

nds to the 

. 

Initialise the 

array with a 

 of 

Using arrays When using arrays to 

in

queue size. Each element of 

the array correspo

number of packets in the 

queuing system. If the array 

size is smaller than the 

number of packets in the 

queue a bus error occurs

larger number

elements. 

 

Table G  Common OPNET errors and solutions 
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Appendix G 

Analysis of variation in packet length 

 
The packets found in a traditional IP network m e length, this 

 time, and the effect of this is examined further 

tion. 

 to transport the packets (e.g. 1500 octets in Ethernet), protocols such as 

v4 add a 20 octet header, with the emerging IPv6 contributing 40 octets.  The 1500 

r delay 

ise 

 larger 

500 bytes) to minimize network overhead. IP packets do not have the same length, for 

xponentially distributed packet sizes.  The use of exponentially distributed packet sizes 

ies 

FF sources with both fixed and exponentially 

istributed packet sizes. 

ay not all have the sam

results in a variation in the packet service

in this sec

 

Traditionally the maximum packet size is governed by the lower layer network 

technology used

IP

octet maximum packet size may be acceptable for the physical network, howeve

bounds in QoS aware networks may demand shorter packets.  For example packets must 

be small enough not to produce excessive delay in the multiplexing process, long 

packets have larger service times and potentially introduce excessive jitter.    

 

In VoIP networks short packets (optimum 150-400bits [MIN99]) are used to minim

queuing delay and packetisation delay while in data networks packet sizes are

(1

example in [PITT2001] it is suggested that in a typical model of IP networks most 

packets are short (40 octets) and only 20% are very long packets (540-2340 octets).   

 

Previously published [KUR93] end-to-end delay distribution studies using real-time 

application source models use fixed packet sizes, this work is now extended by using 

e

attempts to approximate a realistic network scenario where current vocoder technolog

may produce variable size packets. 

 

The results presented in Figure G-1 compare the waiting time distribution from a 

multiplex of 10 homogeneous ON/O

d
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Figure G-1 Waiting time distribution (w(
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	The contribution of the work in [KUR93] is to compare end-to-end delay distributions obtained via simulation with worst case delay bounds predicted by three different methods: Cruz’s method for computing delay bounds under FCFS multiplexing [CRUZ91], (ii) Golestani’s delay bounds using stop-and-go queuing [GOL91] and (iii) Parekh and Gallager’s method for computing delay bounds under weighted fair queuing (WFQ) [ GALL93].  
	Results shown in [KUR93] indicate that the point at which the tail of delay distributions becomes very small (i.e. in the order of 10-5 ) is often quite far (smaller delay) from the worst case delay predicted by the methods suggested in [CRUZ91],[GOL91] and [GALL93].  For example, at utilisation’s up to 98.2% the 10-5 value of the delay distribution obtained via simulation is 12ms or less, whereas the upper bounds on delay vary between 81.3 ms for WFQ and a 622.5 ms bound for FCFS [KUR93]. 
	 
	 
	Conventional Simulation model parameters (70 source multiplex): 
	Voice source – 
	 
	Figure 4-9 End-to-end delay Distribution 
	Figure 4-11 Queue parameters for WRR simulation model 
	Scenario 1: Conventional WRR Scheduling 



	Simulation model parameters: Buffer 0 and Buffer 1 
	Voice source – 
	Figure 4-12 Comparison of WRR and FIFO with compensated service rate 


	 
	Average waiting time of a packet  =          (equ 4-1) 
	 
	 
	Node
	(2) 
	Av. Waiting time/pkt 
	(3) 
	Av. Waiting time/pkt 
	0.0435
	Total
	Figure 4-13 Threshold for burst-scale congestion 
	 

	This chapter presents the development of the small ‘N’ formula and aims to give a practical example of where this research has value. Firstly a review of the current developments in Enterprise networking  is presented.  
	Conventional Simulation model parameters (10 source multiplex): 
	Voice source – 

	 
	 
	Figure 5-4 The Decay rate of the waiting time distribution (w(x)) for a multiplex 
	of 10 and 100 VoIP traffic sources. 
	Figure 6.5 extends the end-to-end delay study to a worst case scenario where the core network (of the model shown in Figure 6.1) has the buffer utilisation increased from 14% to 80%.  The simulated end-to-end delay distribution results (Qn(x)) are compared with theoretical results which use the new small ‘N’ formula (equation 5-3) and the original large ‘N’ formula (equation 3-6) to predict the decay rate (() of the waiting time distribution (w(x)). 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Figure 7-1 Projected growth in IP telephony [VEGA2000]* 

	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Figure 8-1 End-to-end delay distribution for a network of 10 buffers 
	Buffer Service Rate  = 7306.25 pkts/s 
	Buffer Service Rate  = 7306.25 pkts/s 

	Number of Subscribers
	Calculation of the equivalent bandwidth/link speed (C) from theory 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Figure A-1 Waiting time distribution at a buffer 
	A= erlangs 
	The probability a packet is an excess-rate arrival (burst-scale loss factor) from [PIT 2000] is then 


	Analysis of variation in packet length 



